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BC tests emergency text system E-mail
By Patrick Fouhy
Heights Editor

Boston College's EmergencyManagement Team will conductthe first test of its
emergency notification system today. At
approximately2 p.m., text messages will
be sent to the cellphones of more than
14,000 students, faculty, and staff who
submittedtheir numbers through Agora

over the past year.
On March 12, an e-mailfrom Executive Vice President Pat Keating was sent
to all members of the BC community
informing themof the test.
"Over the past year, the Emergency
Management Team has workedhard to
implement a notification system thatwill
deliver emergency information to members ofthe BC community as quickly and

accurately as possible," Keating said.
The University purchased the system
last year in the wake of the tragedies at
Virginia Tech, along with many other
colleges and universities throughout the
country.

BC selected3n (National Notification
Network) as the vendor to provide the
service. The networkoffers text messaging, and voice and e-mail capability.

The test, however, goes underway at
a time when many other systems in use
across the nation havefailed. Nationally,
the successrates of these emergency notification systems have hoveredbetween
40 and 80 percent, with all colleges and
universities facing complaints of undelivered or delayed calls. BC administra-

See Emergency, A4

By

Marina Lopes

For The Heights

away, students

take a break from their
studies and focus on preparing for anticipated good times. On Wed. March
5, however, turmoil and grief infected
whatwas supposedto be one of the more
carefree weeks in the academic calendar,
when a memberof the student body was
found shot just half a mile away from the
campus.

It wasn't until Thursday morning that
the victim was identified as 22-year-old
student body president Eve Carson.
Carson, a pre-med biology and political
science major, was awardedthe presti-

See UNC, A4

Julia Wilson

Heights Editor

Student body president
Eve Carson slain in
seemingly random crime

The first week of March at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill,
has always been one filled with excitement. With spring break just one week

campus
ODSD's new e-mail
offers an outlet for offcampus complaints

UNC
student
murdered
By

aids off
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Mike Cotter, A&S '08, spends his Wednesday night in Roxbury's Haley House Bakery Cafe bakingcookies, now to be sold in dining halls at BC.

Haley House cookies sold at BC
Students, Haley House
cooperate for charity

Cookie, has just arrived in dining halls
across campus through the combined
efforts of BC students, dining administrators, and Haley House. A portion of

By Matt DeLuca

the sale from each package of cookies
goes directly to funding Haley House

Asst. News Editor

programs.

HaleyHouse, a nonprofit organization
in Boston's South End, hasundertakena
new initiative in cooperation with Boston
College students. Their product, the BC

Haley House was founded in 1966
andhas workedclosely withBC since its
beginning. Haley House was named for
Leo Haley, a BC alumnus. "We've been

associated with BC since we began," said

Kathe McKenna, executive director of
Haley House.
"For 40 years we have done direct
service," McKenna said. "We have had
a soup kitchen and housing for people
of very limited means." Haley House
programs also include the Haley House
BakeryTrainingProgram, which employs

A headline from the March 1966 issue of The Heights read "Local paper
cites wildoff-campus BC parties." Some
might say things haven'tchanged. Others,
especially those workingto improve offcampus life and increase communication
among neighbors, students, and Boston
College administration, might disagree.
In January, the Office of the Dean for
Student Development(ODSD) createdan
e-mailaddress to serveas a centralized
place where students living off campus
could ask questions or file complaints.
"The e-mail address serves as a place
where students can write any concerns
- questions about a landlord, neighbor
relations, or policy enforcement," said
Judy Robinson, assistant dean of the
ODSD. The e-mail address, offcampushelp@bc.edu,has only received one e-mail
this semester. Visibility and accessibility
seems to be an issue.
The impetus for the creation ofthe email address was the off-campus report
released in the fall by the Undergraduate
Government of Boston College (UGBC)
Senate Select Committeeon off-campus
policies. The Committee, led by Scan
Scanlon, A&S '08, and Jonathan Karl,
A&S '09, detailed some of the common
problems BC students facewhen living off
campus. The report includedtestimonials
from students, and seven recommendations for the BC administrationon how
to improve the quality of life for students

See Off-campus, A5

See Cookies, AS

Grocery shuttles
ready to launch
By Brynne Lee
Heights Editor

previous experiences and methods of
transportation to local grocery stores.
"We found that most of those who were

Thanks to a recent initiative of the
Undergraduate Government of Boston
College(UGBC), thetaskofgroceryshopping as a BC studentjust got easier. Undergraduates no longer haveto carry their
grocerysacks downHammond Street, or
dig through their pockets to find fare for
the T. Starting on March 16 and continuing on Sundays throughoutthe semester,
a BC bus will make trips to the Star Market on Beacon Street free of charge.
Though the administration initially
rejected the idea of having regular
shuttles to the grocery store, the UGBC
funded four trialruns to the Star Market
during the first semester to evaluate the
demand and popularity of the grocery
shuttles. For transportation, the UGBC
rented Boston Coach vans, and over the
course ofthe four Sundays, spent about
$2,500, approximately$650 each week.
With over 75 students making use of the
service every Sunday it was offered, the
UGBCfound success andlookedto make
the buses a permanent fixture at BC. On
the fourth trial run, the largest number
of students signed up for the trip only
to find the Boston Coach van absent at
the scheduled time of arrival.Even with
this obstacle, the UGBC found the project feasible and thought it a worthwhile
venture to solidify plans to sponsor the

taking the shuttle had previously taken
the T to the store," Bisanz said. Bisanz
and other members of the UGBC compiledspreadsheets andthe surveyresults
to present to the administration as well
as to the Transportation and Parking
Manager, Paul Cappadona."There was a
need, and the students came to me with a
request,"Cappadonasaid. Though there
are establishedroutes for the BC buses,
Cappadonainvestigated theprospect of
using one for the grocery shuttles. At a
UGBC vice president meeting, Cappadona announced that the plans for the
BC grocery shuttle were approved.
The shuttle service will take place on
a BC CommonwealthAvenue bus and
will run every 20 minutes. Without affecting the bus schedule, it was possible
to dedicate a shuttle to the grocery trips
on Sundays. "We were able to adjust the
schedule with the existing number of
buses to run the grocery shuttle and not
increase wait times on the Comm. Aye.
route," Cappadona said. In many students' minds, however,time spent waiting
at the bus stop is timewasted. "The one
negative perception is you have to wait
a long time for a bus," Cappadonasaid.
"I didn'twant to do anythingthat would
negatively impact that." There are 12
BC buses that accommodateboth CommonwealthAvenueandNewtonCampus.
Depending on the time of day, the buses
are divided between the two routes. The
number of buses alloweda shuttle to be
dedicatedto the Sunday trips to theStar
Marketwhile still maintaining efficiency
on the two normalroutes. "It's important
for me to have the students use [the

grocery trips.

MichaelBisanz, executive directorof
student life for the UGBC and A&S '08,
assisted with the proposal and execution
of the grocery shuttle service. In order
to assess the logistics of cost, efficiency,
and student participation each Sunday,
students utilizing the shuttle completed
surveys to inform the UGBC of where
they lived on campus as well as their

See Shuttles, A5
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COURTESYOF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SERVICES

Agora Portal offers students more opportunities for personalization in theform of "portlets" and a customizable window field for favorite Web sites.

New Agora to hit computers
Soren Lagaard
Heights Senior Staff

By

Mondaywill bring big changes in the
Boston Collegeonline community. Agora,
the 5-year-old Web interfaceused to access many Universityservices, is getting a
major overhaul.BC InformationTechnology Services(ITS) is preparing to launch
a new version ofAgora that promises to
be a first step toward providing a onestop shop of features found on major
commercialWeb sites like Google.
Dubbed Agora Portal, this new-age
Agora will sport a fresh look and feel,
easy access to important Web sites like
BClnfo, hot buttons for common tasks,
a personalized selection of academic

and student calendars, andperhaps most
compelling, a customizablewindowfield
where users can personalize their pages
by adding a mix of internalBC services
or external links to their favorite Web
sites. Moreover,it will addthesefeatures
while retaining allthe originalfunctions
of the old Agora.
When a new users first log in, they
will be presentedwith a default layout
ofwindows - known as "portlets" in the
IT world - that include several new features. One window, called "My Courses,"
lists all of the student's current courses
and provides access to the course roster,
course e-mail listserv, or WebCT page,if
available,at the click of abutton.
Another window is linked to a user's

Marketplace
The current state of the
economy: Is the
recession coming or
already here?

J

BC e-mail account, and it can be customizedto displaythe subject line of the five
most recent e-mails received. The user
can simply click on the headline of the
e-mail message to be taken to WebMail,
wherethe message can be read. The windowalsohas links to refresh theinbox or
compose a new message, if desired.
On another default window is the
local Chestnut Hill weather, but can be
personalizedby clicking a gear-shaped
customize icon that allowsthe user to set
any zip codefor his or her desiredweather
reportage. The options also include the
abilityto view live localradar right on the
Agora Portal page.

See Agora, A4

The Scene

exploration of the restaurants,
shopping, and other things
Coolidge Corner has to offer
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Commander steps down
in effort to dispel rumors
DENNIS COOK / AP PHOTO

UNIVERSITIES
ON CAMPUS

UNC community remembers

student body president

Baldwin Awards present student
filmmakers for fourth year

Heartbrokenmourners struggled
Sunday to understandwhy someone wouldfatallyshoot
a popular University ofNorth Carolina student body
president and cut short a life with such promise. Hundredsofpeople from Eve Carson'shometown ofAthens
andthe Chapel Hill, N.C. university filledAthens First
United Methodist Church and fellowship hall. Many
wore Carolinablueribbons in her honor. "We should not
be here this afternoon," the senior minister, BillBritt,
said, angry that she was not insteadcelebratingspring
break or getting ready for theAtlantic Coast Conference
basketballtournament. "It is too soon to be remembering the life ofEve Marie Carson," he said.
ATHENS, Ga. (AP)

The Baldwin Awards, which award undergraduate accomplishments in filmmaking, will host its
fourth annual film festival this Thursday at 5 p.m.
in Devlin 008. Students interested in the competition were able to submit their films, all ofwhich are
made entirelyby Boston College students.Baldwins
are awardedin 14 different categories covering the
various genres of film, as well as the elements of
the filmmaking process. Students can vote for the
Viewer's ChoiceAward online from March 10 to 21.

The Baldwin Award ceremony will take place
March 28.

on

?

WASHINGTON (AP) - For Navy Adm. William
J. Fallon, the perceptionof a disagreementwith
President Bush's policies on Iran rather than
an actualrift was enough reason to step down
as the commander ofU.S. forces in theMiddle
East. "Recent press reports suggesting a disconnect between my views and the president's
policy objectives have become a distraction
at a critical time and hamper efforts in the
Centcom region," Fallon said in a statement
Tuesday in whichhe announced his resignation
as head ofU.S. Central Command, arguablythe
most important in the U.S. military. AnEsquire
magazine articlepublished last week described
Fallon, 63, as being at odds with a president
eager to go to war with Iran. Titled "The Man
Between War and Peace," the articlepresented
Fallon as a lone voice against taking military
action to stop the Iraniannuclear program.

NATIONAL

Congress is currently considering ways to simplify theprocess tofill out the Free Applicationfor
Federal Student Aid (FAFSA). Various proposals
have been put forward to revamp the application
process, but any progress could take years to
implement. Meanwhile, a number of companies
have stepped forward to offer services that make
filing theforms a little easier. Don Singletonis vice
president ofStudent Financial Aid Services, Inc., a
service that helps students andtheir families with
the FAFSA. "It affects not just the students, but
the wholefamily," he toldreporters. The company
generally charges between $49.99 and $79.99.

Boston College Dance Marathon (BCDM) ran a
fundraiser from Feb. 21 to 23 at all J. Crew stores
in the Boston area. The event was the first pairing
between BCDM and J. Crew, and it amounted to
over $27,026 in sales, of which $2,702 will be donated to the Franciscan Hospital for Children in
Brighton, BCDM's charity. This event was BCDM's
singlelargest fundraiser to date.This year's Dance
Marathon will be on Saturday, March 29, and will
run from noon to midnight. Students interested in
becoming involved with BCDM can still sign up
for this event on their web site, www.bc.edu/dancemarathon.

LOCAL

New Greyhound service will
offer $1 bus fares to New York

A Finnish library accepted back an outstanding
volume loaned out a century ago. The bound copy of
a religious monthly periodical dates from 1902. There
are no records that can confirm exactly when the book
was last loaned out. "We are unclear when exactly it
was borrowed and whoreturned it. There weren't any
documents withit," librarianMinna Saastamoinentold
reporters. "There is an old note attached to the book
which says there is a fine of 10 pennies a week for late
returns," she said. She added that writing in the book
as well as a sticker on its back cover indicatedthat it
was last loaned out early last century.

BOSTON (AP) - Travelers betweenBostonand NewYork
will soon have anotherlow-cost option. GreyhoundLines
is partnering with Springfield-basedPeter Pan Bus Lines
to launch the "Boltbus." The coaches will offer wireless
Internet,plenty oflegroom, and one-wayfares as lowas $1.
TheBoltbus will compete with other low-cost carriers such
as Fung Wah.... Greyhoundplans to keep Boltbus fareslow
by sellingmost ofits tickets online. Company spokesman
Dustin Clark says fares willbe set at marketvalue but he
expectsthereto be at least some $1 faresfor each trip. The
Boston-NewYorkservice is scheduledto begin in April.
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Have a news tip or a good ideafor a
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sports@bcheights.com.
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N.Y. governor Spitzer
NEW YORK (AP)
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Gov. Eliot Spitzer, the

crusading politician who built his career on
rooting out corruption, apologizedMonday
after he was accused of involvement in a
prostitution ring. He did not elaborate on the
scandal, which drewcalls for his resignation.
His stoic wife at his side, Spitzer told reporters at a hastily callednews conference: "I have
acted in a way thatviolates my obligations to
my family." "I have disappointed andfailed to
five up to thestandardI expectedofmyself," he
said. "Imust now dedicatesome timetoregain
thetrust ofmy family." Spitzer's involvementin
thering was caught on a federal wiretap as part
of an investigation opened in recent months,
according to a law enforcementofficial who
spoke to The AssociatedPress on conditionof
anonymity because of the ongoing inquiry.

Arts Events
The Heights covers a multitude of
events both on and offcampus - including concerts, movies, theatrical
performances, and more. Call Jo-

seph Neese, Arts andReview Editor,
at (617) 552-0515, or e-mailreview®
bcheights.com. For future events,
e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed description of the event and contact
information to the Arts Desk.

Clarifications / Corrections
The Heights strives to provide its
readers with complete, accurate,
and balanced information. If you
believewe have madea reporting error, haveinformationthat requires a
clarificationor correction, or questions about The Heights standards
and practices, you may contact
Pilar Landon, Editor-in-Chief, at
(617) 552-2223, or e-mail editor®
bcheights.com.
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Police Blotter

Voices from the Dustbowl

3/7/08 - 3/11/08
Friday, March 7

accident.

11:54 a.m. - A report was filed regarding a
motor vehicle that was found to have a transferred permit.

9:30 p.m.

Saturday, March 8
2:47 p.m. - A report
traffic accident.
7:17 p.m.

was

filed regarding

a

"How do you get through a boring class?"

- Areport was filedregardingfound

property.

10:03 p.m. - A report was filed regarding a
partywho was placed under arrest and charged
with trespassing, assault andbattery, and assaulting an officer with a dangerous weapon.
The suspect has no affiliation with BC.

"Sudokus."

?Teresa Barton,
A&S '10

- A report was filed regarding found Monday, March 10

property.

11:53 a.m.

- A report was filed regarding lost

Sunday, March 9

property.

"I text message."

1:36a.m. - A report was filed regarding aRA
who was physicallyassaultedwhileintervening
in a verbal argument. The injured party was
transportedto a medicalfacility,where it was
learned that the RA has sustained a broken
jaw. A UMass-Boston basketball player was
identified as the suspect, and had criminal
felony charges filed against him.

4:23 p.m. - A report was filedregardinga studentwho hasreceived harassing e-mails.

A&S '10

5:31 a.m. - A report was filed regarding an ill
party in Edmond's Hallwho was transported
to a medicalfacility.

9:39 a.m. - A report was filed regarding a
bicycle that was confiscated.

9:58 p.m.

- A report was regarding a traffic

injured party at thePlex who was transported
to a medicalfacility.

Tuesday, March 11

Source: The Boston College
Police Department

Advertising
The Heights is one of the most effective ways to reach the BC community. To submit a Classified,
Display, or Online Advertisement,
call our Advertising office at (617)
552-2220 Monday through Friday.

The Heights is producedby BC
undergraduates and is published
on Mondays and Thursdays during
the academic year by
The Heights, Inc.
(c) 2007. All rights reserved.

?Chelsea Mullen

- A report was filed regarding an

?

12:27p.m.

Delivery
To have The Heights delivered to
your home each week or to report
distribution problems on campus,
contact Michael Kindrat-Pratt,
General Manager at (617) 5520547.

"Istare."
Tim Shu,
?

A&S '11

CORRECTIONS
-In regard to the Feb.
21 article "State of the
Heights," The Heights
would like to clarify
that the influence of
student biases on professor evaluations is inconclusive and requires
further investigation.
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Catholic teaching on sex examined Business ethics
revamped for
new challenges

Julia Wilson
Heights Editor

By

The penultimate Agape Latte of the year,
sponsored by the Church in the 21st Century
and Campus Ministry, was held on Tuesday.
Students gathered in Hillside Cafe to hear Dr.
Lisa Sowle Cahill of the theologydepartment, a
J. Donald Monan professor, speak on the topic
of "Sexuality, the Church, Mom & Dad."
Agape Latte, which is designed for students
interested in learning more about religion
and faith, is held on the first Tuesday of every
month. Free desserts and coffee are provided
in Hillside, and include a lecture followed by a
question and answer session.
Cahill acknowledged the complexity of the
relationship between sexuality andtheCatholic
Church at the beginning ofher lecture.
"We don'thave enough forums to talk about
sexuality in an open way," Cahill said. "If we
don't discuss it, then the issue is justpolarized
and repressed."
In her lecture, Cahill emphasizedtheCatholic Church's effect on sexuality in our 20thcentury culture. The women's movement in the
1920sandthe gayrights movement in the 1970s
brought aboutpotentialfor momentous change
in the meaning of sexuality, Cahill explained.
In Christian tradition until the modern
period, the only form of sexual interaction allowed by church doctrine was for procreation.
She cited the documents from the Second
Ecumenical Councilof the Vatican in the 1960s

as a "watershed."
the creation of an open dialogue, noting the
"The big phenomenon was that the Cathovalue of learning from others.
lic Church was opening to the modern world,
Cahillcited the exampleoftwo seniors' theblowing the lid off traditionalCatholic sexual ses on sexuality. Both students - one gay, one
teaching because the experience of laypeople straight - shared the same problem: It is very
was going to be incorporated," Cahill said.
difficult to devise sexual ethics that are faithIn the documents from the council, love ful to Catholic traditionandrelevant today. In
was, for the first time, recognized as havingan responding to a question from a student about
equally important meaning as sex and marriage. the global influence of the Catholic Church,
The Church, however, still emphasized the Cahillreturned to this idea ofsexual relevance,
importance ofprocreation, limiting sexualrelaposing the question ofwhether a church thatis
tionships to heterosexualmarried couples.
truly global can have a sexual ethic and ideal
"In the 20th century, there was more of that appeals to everyone.
a feeling that gay people as well as straight
"Even though we are educated with and we
people could enjoy love and friendship in sex- adopt ideas of equality, we go into institutions
ual relationships," Cahill
that are set up to undermine
that," Cahill said.
said. "It didn'tneed to be
"We don't have enough
Cahill said that one's
specific to a procreative
relationship. It created
sexual integrity is demandto talk about
ing on personal, interpera major opportunity for
sonal, and social levels.
Christianity to appreciate sexuality in an open way.
love, sex, and marriage we don't discuss it, then the
"First, who am I as a perin a new way. The church
son who has a body, a spirit,
issue is justpolarized and a psychology? Second, is
tried both to accommodate the modern world
the level of sexual expresrepressed.
sion commensurate with
and keep its traditional
the level of trust? Third,
religious framework. But
Dr. Lisa Sowle Cahill,
what do we do with this
we all have identities that
Professor in the theology
come from the communioldervalue ofprocreation
ties to which we belong,"
and parenthood? What
department
kind of guidelines can we
Cahill said.
continue to give?"
"We have to be faithful
Cahill said that she didn't necessarily have to these identities even as we challenge and
the answers to these questions, and encouraged negotiate them in the world."»

forums
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Rhetorical choices affect immigration debate
for culture in the United States and the wayin
which peoplereact to that," Pineda said.
Pineda saidthat thepresident, in advocatOn Tuesday, Richard Pineda, a professorat ing this bill for immigration reform, focused
the University of Texas-ElPaso, spoke about on four issues: increasing security, enforcing
immigration and the often controversialand existing laws, speeding up prisoner repatriation, and expanding the temporary worker
heated debates associated with it, particularlyregardingborder patrol. Focusing on the permit program. "He sets security as the guidrhetoricalframeworkthat opposing sides use ing framework," Pinedasaid. "It's almostimto argue their positions, he discussed how possible to talk about guest workersbecause
languageaffects the very nature of the debate. they are competing interests." This, Pineda
argued, shifts focus away from guest-worker
The event was sponsoredby the communication department, the Latin American studies program expansionbecause Bush places it at
program, the Organizationof LatinAmerican the bottom ofhis agenda.
Affairs, and Latinos/as of Boston College.
Pineda also asserted that there is another
Pineda began by discussing the issue of major issue associated with immigration.
immigration as it related to the language He argued that the U.S. government and
that is being used to frame the immigration American culture are not prepared for the
debate, which he argued is not suited specultural shifts that happen so rapidly with
cifically enough to the task that it needs to immigration in the 21st century. As a result,
accomplish. To emphasize his focus on the Americans often focus on the problems and
issues associated with immigration without
language that Americans use when debating the immigration issue, Pineda focused remembering the immigrants themselves,he
on George W. Bush's advocacy tour for the
said. "We fail to humanize the people that
Sensenbrenner Bill. "I am interested in the areinvolved in theprocess [of immigration],"
Pineda said.
way that presidential rhetoric and communication frames the discussionfor policy and
Pineda defined this issue as "cultural
Dave Kete
Heights Staff

By

citizenship," in which new immigrants may
identify themselves as membersof American
culture, but do not have full citizenship. As a
result ofthis cultural citizenship, protestors of
immigration bills wave their native country's
flag because they want to fit in with native
Americans who wave the U.S. flag.
"We emphasize different cultural values
in the United States that are often communicated in visual ways," Pineda said.
Communities that do not have legal
citizenship often employ culturalcitizenship,
Pineda observed. People in these communities cannot vote or participate in political
processes, and as a result must incorporate
theirculture with the surrounding American
culture. This creates a drastic shift in the
culture of the areas where immigrants have
settled, an issue that the U.S. government
refuses to acknowledge, Pineda said.
Pineda said that as the number of immigrants who have crossedthe bordersincreases
every day, the issue of immigration becomes
increasingly important to voters. Pineda,
however, suggested that immigration reform
may not come into play in deciding the upcoming presidential election."

By Meghan Michael

Assoc.News Editor

In an increasinglyglobalizedworld of big businesses, multinational corporations, and scandal, some have argued that there
is a need to reassess the function ofethical principles within the
corporate culture.Rev. William J.Byron, S.J., addressedthis issue
in his book, The Power ofPrinciples: Ethics for the New Corporate
Culture, which he discussed in a lecture on Mondaynight.
Byron saidthe bookevolved in part as a reaction to an article
in TheEconomist that questioned the sincerity andeffectiveness
of corporate social responsibility activities bybig businesses, as
wellas an articlein The New York Times, whichcriticizedbusiness
schools'allegedinability to sufficiently prepare students to deal
with ethical dilemmas.
In researching his book, Byron interviewedbusiness veterans
andasked them what advice they would give their children who
will be entering the business world to avoid the "ethical quicksand" in which companies such as Enron havebecomeembroiled.
Ultimately, he described 10 guiding principles of corporate
responsibility and business ethics for current and upcoming
generations ofbusiness decision-makers.
"I would describe the book as an exercise in expository
prose intended to engage the mind and consciousness of those
who are now or will be decision-makers in the business world,"
Byron said.
Byron said that these principles guide corporate social responsibilitythrough four levels. At its foundation, a corporation
must function on an economic level and be economicallyviable.
As a result, corporationsmust be profit-seeking, but not profitmaximizing, enterprises in order to survive, Byron said.
"Profit is not a dirty word," Byron said. "It's an essentialelement of social responsibility."
Corporations must also act within the limits of the law, but
cannot depend on the law as the only guidelinefor their ethical
decisions, Byron said. Business leaders must also drawupon their
own reason and experiences, the experiencesof others, common
sense, and religious and revelatory sources, to be implemented
at the top, voluntary, and discretionary level. At this level, Byron
said, corporations engage in activities that are for the common
goodbut are not necessarily profit-inducing, such as volunteering on and off company time. Byron countered arguments that
such companiesonly act superficiallyandthat ethicalcapitalism
is out of reach.
"I count myself as one who believesthathumanisticcapitalism
is possible,"Byron said. "There is needfor reform, and it has to
be intelligentreform."
This reform can be enacted by following the principles of
corporate responsibility, Byron said. He said he believes that
these principles, which include veracity, participation, commitment, and fairness, can be instilled in students during their
business education.
"Principles of corporate social responsibility and business
ethics can, if clearlyarticulated in theclassroom by word, image,
and example,be understoodand assimilatedby thestudents and
remain within them to be drawn upon as prompters of ethical
behavior in later years," Byron said.
These principles are best explored through conversations
in the classroom, which then become a dominant value which
studentsthen incorporate into their daily lives, Byron said.
"Principles are initiating impulses. They direct your actions
and your choices. Principles define who you are," Byron said.
"That's why I tellbusiness students that they should let their
principles do the driving."
Ethical business decisions are rooted, in part, in a liberal
educationlike thatfound at BostonCollege, Byron said.Students
have the opportunity to drawfrom the experiencesand ideas of
others throughhistory and literature,and study in an intellectual
culture drivenby the same principles that should shape ethical
business decisions, Byron said.
Richard Keeley, associatedeanof the Carroll School ofManagement, said students generallydo not focus on corporate social
responsibility at the undergraduatelevel because it is something
that must be understoodat a very high level. They do,however,
take courses in applied business ethics and also study ethical
theories through the core liberal arts curriculum.
Although some students have said they wouldprefer to take
courses that only focus on the strict business aspect of their
education,Keeley saidhe thought a liberal arts education provides a foundation ofideas that business students might apply
in the future.
"I think it's really discouraging whenstudents say they only
want to focus on theirbusiness courses. We don'twant them to
do that. We want them to study broadly, not only in philosophy
and theology, butalso to pursue other things that are of interest
to them,"Keeley said. "When you get to appreciate Aristotle and
Marx and Aquinas and Augustine, you develop a much deeper
andnuanced perspective."
Byron said it was essential that students have an education
that extends beyond business principles and includes a greater
understanding of the humanities in general.
"You're a humanbeing, not a human doing. You're going to
be managing not just material sources, but also human beings.
If you understandhumanbeings, you willbe a better facilitator
to the people you willbe managing,"Keeley said.
"The literature, poetry, the soul, the mind, the emotional
side - you cannot compartmentalizeyour life. You're a full-time
humanbeing." \u25a0
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New Agora allows for personalization of page
Agora, from Al
Indeed,it is the ability to personalize that is thebiggest change
from Agora to Agora Portal. Besides the default windows that
can all be rearranged or removed
on the user's whim, Agora Portal
users can customize which additionalwindows appear by clicking
"customizetab" found under the
Student Home tab. Here they can
add "services" on theirpage from
a predefined list of supported internaland external Web sites.
For instance, a student can
customize his or her page by
adding a CNN RSS feed that
displays the top stories in news,
a BC Dining window that has a
link to the dining menu, a "Quick
Links" window that allows the
user to add theirfavorite links to

the window, or any combination
of the above. Iffor some reason
the user wants to return to the
default window layout, a reset
option is provided.
Should users fill all nine allotted spotsfor windows on their
page, they can create additional
customizable pages by adding
"tabs" that can be accessedwith
a simple click ofthe mouse. Additionally, allthe originalfunctions
of Agora, now better organized,
can be similarlyaccessedby clicking the "My Services" tab.
Denis Walsh, one of the ITS
gurus behind the project, is excited aboutAgora Portal."We feel
it will be a major improvement
over our current Agora offering,"
Walsh said in an e-mail. "The
current Web-based Agora environment is based on older tech-

nology and is not able to provide
thelevel offunctionalityfound in
commercialportals Our goal is
to provide a Portal frameworkof
services and functionality that
will provide an environment that
our users wdl use as their primary
resource."
Walsh is quick to point out
thatfor the timebeing, therelease
of Agora Portal will be in beta,
meaning that it will likely have
minor changes andtweaksbefore
its finalrelease. "We wanted to be
able to monitor the performance
of the portal, the services within
the portal, and receive feedback
from users before producing a
final product," he said.
During the beta period for
Agora Portal, the old Agora will
continue to be accessible to users and will operate normally. In

...

fact, when accessing any of the

original Agora services through
Agora Portal, users will be taken
from the Portal to Agora to grant
theirrequests. Walsh said that as
Agora Portal replaces Agora over
time, the need for this will end.
The history of theportal project spans back nearly two years.
The possibility for a portal was
first investigatedby the Web Support Group led by Scott Olivieri.
Thisrequired gatheringinformation about other Web portals.
"Our first objective was to learn
about thebest practices in portal
designby using otherportals and
reading research reports on usability," Olivieri said in an e-mail
interview. This research guided
the goal to build a portal that was
"visuallyattractive, intuitive and
customizable."

Users lookingfor a solution to
the lackof24/7 coverage for some
originalAgora services will have
to wait. "The new portalenvironment will not change the access
and availabilityto the services
currently offered," Walsh said.
The solution to this gripe made
occasionallyby BC users involves
a major change to several key
systems and supporting technologies, with some technologydating
back to the 19705, Walsh said.
Walsh, however, sees many
exciting improvements down the
road. For instance, one hope is
to work with BC organizations
to customize their own windows
and include dynamic content
that updates automatically."One
idea we had was on the ResLife
window, have an events calendar
that will show upcoming activities

for students," Walshsaid.
Undergraduate employees of
ITS, known as ResNets, were
given a version of Agora Portal
some weeks ago to beta test and
provide feedback to ITS on the
end-user experience.
OneResNet tester, Alex Arnow,
A&S '09, is impressedwith the new
Agora. "I love the new portal
before even logging in, the portal
page has the calendar,BC Infoand
other things that one wouldhave
to spend a lot of time searching
for," he said.
Arnow also was pleased that
ITS responded quickly to his
feedback. "One problem I found
and reported (the lack of a close
button in the customize tab) is
now fixed
I think the portal is
a great idea and has been a long

...

...

time coming."

\u25a0

Slain student unites UNC campus Precedent set for
problems with texts
UNC, from Al

gious Morehead Scholarship and
spent her summers volunteeringin

Ecuador, Egypt, and Ghana.
Police first investigated the
crime when two neighbors called
911 after reportedly hearing four
gunshots and a woman screaming. Indeed, Carsonhadbeenshot
numerous times, includingonce in
the temple. Police were at a loss for
any sort of explanationor motive
for the crime and confirmed at a
press conference that they had no
suspects at the time.
Meanwhile, students left for
spring break with heavy hearts,
awaiting any sort of explanation
for the murder.Little by little, answers startedto arise. Carson's car
was found in perfect condition on
March 6 parked a mile away from
where her body was found. Her
cell phone was also recovered on
Franklin Street in downtownChapelHill.The biggest leadoccurred
Saturday when police obtained
photos of two men attempting to
use Carson's debitcard. On Mon-

day, two new photographs were
releasedof one of the men walking
into the convenience store where
the ATM was located. Police, how-

ever, werebaffledby the identity of
the man in the picture.
It was not until Wednesday,
March 12 that the suspect was

identified.DemarioJamesAtwater
was taken into custody at 5 a.m.
and charged with one account of
first-degree murder. "This is still
an active and ongoing investigation," said Brian J. Curran, the
Chapel Hillchief of police, during
an afternoon news conference.
Police are still searching for a
second suspect, Lawrence Alvin
Lovette, who is also wanted on a
first-degreemurder charge.
In addition to the generalrise
of violence in universities across
the country, the Carson homicide
raises numerous questions aboul
security on college campuses. "I
received an emergency text message from the university at around
11:15a.m. on Wednesdaymorning,"
said StefanoRivera, a freshman at
UNC. "It said that the police had
found thebody ofa shootingvictim
offcampus, check the security Web
site for more details." Students
thenreceived two e-mails regarding the crime. The first gave a detaileddescriptionofthe victimand
urged students to help; the second
identifiedCarson as the victim.

UNC is one of the first universities to use emergencytextsto alert
students in emergency situations.
"I feel like we have a really good
security system in place," Rivera
said."Sincethe crime was offcampus, there was not much more that
they could do."
NadiaHoekstra, native ofChapel Hill and A&S '11, said, "I have
never felt unsafe in Chapel Hill."
Hoekstra, who was in ChapelHill
during the week of Carson's murder, witnessedfirst handtheeffects
of themurderon the community as
a whole. "It's one of thoseridiculous things you never think would
happen. None of it makes sense.
I have never seen Chapel Hill so
depressed."

"As sad as it was, the whole
thing really brought the community together," Rivera said. Just
three hours after Carson's body
was identified, a makeshift service
was organized in the center of
the campus. A sea of over 3,000
students came together and 5,000
more appeared at the candlelight
vigil that night, an indication of
the number of lives Carson affected.
"The fact that all of these
people came here shows that we
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UNC student GinaMottesi.
In addition to the two vigils,
UNC has established a memorial
fund in Carson's name. According
to UNC's Web site, the fund is intendedto "celebrateandremember
Carson'slove for the University and
its students,"
The tragic event made the infamous Duke versus UNC basketball game about much more than
winning. For the first time in the
history of the rivalry, not a sound
was uttered at thebeginningofthe
game. In addition to a moment of
silence, members ofboth teams
woreribbons in memory ofCarson.
Even Boston College stood up in
solidarity. The Undergraduate
GovernmentofBC passed a motion
that offered condolences to UNC
and honored the life ofCarson.
"There'snottoo many goodhuman beings around anymore, and
she was really one of them," said
Buddy Simms, Carson's biology
teacher. She was "just a person
who was going to do good things
for people."
Carson was buried inher hometownof Athens, Georgia on Sunday
afternoon. \u25a0

Emergency, from Al
tors are, therefore, anticipating small
problems with the system during the
test. "The reality is that in the wake of
the Virginia Tech tragedy, emergency
notificationvendors jumpedat the opportunity to provide a service that they
werenot prepared to deliver," saidVice
President for Information Technology
Marian Moore."ln some cases, emergency messages have gone undelivered
because the recipients are in an area
wherethecell signalis weakor because
they have a prepaid cell plan."
Additionallysome messages fail to
be delivereddue to the large volume
of spam-related text messages. BC
also named John Tommaney, a senior manager with the Massachusetts
Emergency ManagementAgency, the
directorof emergency management
and preparedness. "John Tommaney
clearly distinguished himselffrom a
talentedpool of applicants,"Keating
said. "He brings great experience,
know-how and management skills to
this new position, the importance of
whichhas been underscoredby recent
natural disasters, andthe tragic events

on college campuses this past year."
Tommaney has extensive experiencein
all facets of emergency management,
includingpreparedness, response, and
recovery andbusiness continuity. Tommaney will lead an emergencymanagement team thathasbeen preparing the
University for emergency situations for
five years. The team has most recently
been led by Keating. Representatives
from theBC Police Department, Facilities Services, Operations,Information
Technology,Public Affairs, Residential
Life, EnvironmentalHealthand Safety,
and representatives of the president's
andprovost's office haveserved on the
team. The Universityis in theprocess of
constructing an Emergency Operations
Center andfinalizing a comprehensive
emergency and recovery plan. "While
no system is perfect, we believe that

our notification vehicles and the experienced leadershipthat we will soon
gain whenour recently hiredDirectorof
EmergencyManagement and Preparedness John Tommaney comes on board
laterthismonth will enable us to be in
the best possible position to respond
effectivelyto an emergency situation,"
Keating

said. \u25a0
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Cookie proceeds Email connects students off campus
fund programs
Off-campus, from Al

Cookies, from

Al

for Leadership and Ethics, has been

closely involved with Haley House
since the 19705.Hamilton said thatit
is long-termrelationshipssuch as this
thatmakethepartnershipbetweenBC
and Haley House unique. Hamilton
"About 10 yearsago we took a very found enthusiastic support for his
different directionwhen some men proposalwith Helen Weschler and
who were guests at the soup kitchen Michael Kami from BC Dining Serbecame more involvedin running the vices, as well as from Bing Broderick,
kitchen," McKenna said. The bakery baking director of the Haley House,
training program began to develop and McKenna.
with these men. "As that program
Hamilton stressed that the BC
Cookie does not represent a new
was developing, part of the development was with BC students in the partnership between BC and the
soup kitchen and that spilled over Haley House, but rather a continuainto the bakery training program."
tion of the relationship between the
McKenna saidthattheseprocesses of organization and the University. The
learning and co-working are integral initiallaunch ofthe cookiewas slated
to the mission of Haley House. BC for September of last year, but was
oftenplaces students at Haley House delayedby issues withpackaging and
through 4Boston or PULSE, and otherdetails. "HaleyHouse has never
there are other students who come made a product before to distribute
to the organization on their own. The outsideof their restaurant," Hamilton
said. He said the production of the
relationships that comethrough working togethercan have a greateffect on cookieis "all done on site in Roxbury
both the volunteers andthe guests at with theiremployees."
Hamiltonsaidthattheproduction
HaleyHouse. "Herewere the men that
the BC students were coming downto of the cookie aims to be a modelfor
serve There was thisrole reversal,"
sustainableproduction. "Thecookies
McKennasaid.
willsoon be delivered in a truckthat
Matthew Hamilton, A&S '09, runs on cookie oil," he said.
has worked closelywithHaley House
In October, Carroll Schoolofmanwhileat BC. "1 was an intern therethe agement honors students becameinsummer after freshman year through volvedin the marketingofthe cookies,
the Presidential Scholars Program." aswellasan effort to streamlineHaley
Hamilton said that he spent some House's finances and management.
time working at the bakery, but spent "CSOM honors has been integral to
most ofhis time in the soup kitchen.
the marketing of the BC Cookie,"
He alsoworkedcloselywithMcKenna. Hamiltonsaid. CSOM professors Tina
Hamiltonmaintainedhis relationship ZamoraandAmyLaCombeused their
with Haley House when he worked relationship with Haley House as a
as a 4Boston council coordinator
case study in managerial accounting
classes, and presented theirfinalized
last year.
It was this close relationshipthat projects to the Haley House accountled to the idea for the BC Cookie. ing director.Hamiltonsaid thatit was
Hamilton said that the original idea onlythrough the effortsof a number of
was for Haley House to run a satellite BC studentsand organizations that the
cafe on theBC campus. "Iknew Haley BC Cookie came to be. He said that
House really needed a lotofmoney... Michael Cotter, A&S '08, was veryinthey were consistently in thered up fluentialin completingthe project, and
untilNovemberofthis year." Hamilton that the Office of University Mission
devised the idea for a product that and Ministry helped to bridge the gap
Haley House could make using their betweenHaley House andBC.
current facilitiesthatwould provide a
"For now, it's just the chocolate
sustainablesource ofincome for Haley chip cookie," Hamilton said. "A
long-term goal would be to have
House programs.
Dean Richard Keeley, director HaleyHouse as an expandeddining
of programs for the Winston Center relationship." \u25a0
people who might otherwise not be
able to find employment, and What's
Up, an artsmagazine that alsoprovides
employmentopportunities.
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page almost daily, whetherit's to

check their e-mail,WebCT, or file
a work facilities request. "There
living off campus.
One of the recommendations definitely needs to be something
related to off-campus life on Agwas the establishmentof a complaint system within the ODSD. ora at students' fingertips where
Scanlon andKarl suggesteda link it's visible,"Karl said.
on Agorawherestudents couldfile
Scanlon citedthe gatheringof
an official complaint, whether it
testimonialsfor the Senate's offwas about a landlord, a neighbor,
campus report as an example of
a fellow student, or an interaction
the need for increased transparency in off-campus disciplinary
with Steve Montgomery, the offaffairs.
campus liaison.
Even though Montgomery does
"The committee talked to
about 100 studentswhohad some
not work for the ODSD, but for
the Office of Governmental and sort ofproblemor who were upset
Community Affairs, the ODSD but didn't know where to go with
handles his reports about offtheir complaints," Scanlon said.
campus parties in disciplinary "Agora is the mainstay of BC.
It's an easily recognizable way
proceedingswith students.
Karl said thatmaking the link for students to lodge a complaint
available on Agora is important rather than using arandome-mail
because students use the Web address."

Robinson said that the offrelevant to off-campus student
help e-mail address is life that is not already included
only an interim step before the on the Office ofResidentialLife's
creation of a Web site that will
"Guide to off-campus living"
serve as a resource for the 1,200 Web site.
BC students living off campus.
The off-campus student counWhile ODSD is workingto make cil, led by Mike Delsesto, the
the e-mail address more accesdirector of residential life in
sibleto students, Robinson said it UGBC and A&S '08, is designed
is not possible to put it on Agora for students living off campus to
at this time from an Informavoice theirconcerns, althoughthe
tion Technology Services (ITS) council is open to any students.
Delsesto said that an offstandpoint.
Robinson said that she hopes campus help link on Agora, like
theWeb site will be implemented the one suggested by Scanlon
at the beginning of the fall seand Karl, wouldbe a pragmatic
mester and that it will focus on idea. "Centralizing the information [about off-campus life] is
student programming, highlighting the work of the off-campus whatis important,"Delsesto said.
student council, which Robinson "Knowledgeandincreased transhelpedcreate. The Web site would parency are essentialto rectifying
include a link to the e-mail adthings that are going wrong off
dress, along with information campus." \u25a0
campus

Students express worry over possible wait
Shuttles, from Al
grocery shuttles], and it's my
hope that the students grab a
bus to the grocery store to do

their shopping," Cappadona
said.
Though directed toward
those without meal plans,
the grocery shuttle looks to
service all students. In addition to students with kitchens,
many off-campus students
and international students
utilize the shuttle for their
food needs.
With the limitednumber of
parking spots both on and off
campus, only a small number
of upperclassmen have cars
available for transportation,
making the shuttle even more
valuable to juniors and seniors.
Many students also found
that the shuttle that ran before theweekoffirst semester
finals was especially convenient.

" [The shuttle] really helped

last year when I was weighed
down with finals to have one
less obstacle to getting food,
and I'm glad they'll be do-

ing it again," said Matthew
Erickson, A&S '08. "It's a
benefit in terms of time, cost
and planning."
There were also a number
of freshmen that took the
shuttle to obtain snacks and
drinks that the dining halls
did not provide.
"Allpeople who used it first
semester thought it was wonderful, and we received lots
of positive feedback," Bisanz
said. "[The shuttle] made
things really convenient."
The UGBC has finalized
the grocery shuttle system and
hopes students use the new
service. "[The grocery shuttle
service] is something that
startedalmost a year ago, and
it's nice to see this go through
and continue into next year,"
Bisanz said.
The Sundays that the bus
will run trips to Star Market
include: March 16 and 30,
April 6,13, 20 and 27, and May

4. "I think [the UGBC] serves
the students well, and they
will come to the appropriate
office to make positive and
necessary changes," Cappadonasaid. \u25a0
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Comm. Aye. buses were approved as shuttles to grocery outlets on Sundays.
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

Time to create an
endowment for service

"To lie sometimes on the grass under the trees on a summer's day, listening
to the murmur of water, or watching the clouds float across the sky, is by no
means a waste of time."
John
?

THE ISSUE: Leaders propose fund to finance service trips
WHAT WE THINK: Money would help emphasize formation
With almost 600 students returning
from service trip placements that span the
Western Hemisphere,it is hard to denythat
Boston College has a culture of service. Issues of ethics, social justice, and solidarity
are part ofthe common parlanceon campus,
and organizations like the Appalachia Volunteers and Arrupe InternationalProgram
enjoy wide name recognition and large
numbers of participants.
The success of these programs, as told
through statistics, is staggering. According to a report from last year, 95 percent
of students who participated in immersion
tripsfound the experienceto be important
to theirformation.
Well attuned to this type of feedback,
administratorshaveseized on the successes
of these programs to help differentiateBC
from comparableuniversities. At BC, formationhasbecome the thing - enough to make
"point No. 2" of the Master Plan's seven
points - and this emphasis is entirelywarranted. In his message introducingthe Master Plan, University President Rev. William
P. Leahy, S.J. calledfor a plan that "builds
on BC's nationallyrecognized strength" in
formation.But are we doingenoughto foster
the service programs that are so central to
that goal?
At BC, the spirit of support for service
trips is overwhelming.Verbally, emphasis
is placed on encouraging service activity
fromthe moment students first enter Devlin Hall as prospective Eagles to theirfinal
walk down Linden Lane. Yet the financial
support available to these trips has not
kept pace with their growing importance or
theirburgeoning numbersofparticipants. In
fact, a portion ofalumnidonations to these
programs merely decreasethe school'sshare
offundingrather than augment the funding
levels overall.
While BC's service programs and their
resources have grown immenselyin thepast
decade, students are still often left begging
at point-drive tables. By offering a way to
more adequatelyfinance service trips, BC's
leaderscould help open up the programs to
allinterestedstudents andensure theirfocus
on the issues that count.
UndergraduateGovernmentofBC president Jenniffer Castillo, A&S '08, and vice
president Dan Sievers, A&S '08, and newly
elected executives Chris Denice, CSOM
'09, and Alejandro Montenegro, A&S '09,

have proposed a Service Trip Endowment
- an establishedfund to help finance trips.
This type of program could be enormously
beneficial.
First, the program could help provide
equal access to these programs. By decreasing the amount individuals have to
contributeto theirtravel expenses, this fund
wouldallowstudents with tightbudgets the
ability to participate in these trips without
breaking the bank. While individual aid is
currently available ona case-by-case basis
in programs like the AppalachiaVolunteers,
the cost of the trips are often a deterrentto
interestedstudents.
Second, thefund wouldallowstudents to
better prepare for the experience. Without
spendinginordinate amounts oftimes working on raffles, point drives, and fundraising
letters, students could focus on the issues
of the communitiesthey willbe visiting and
ways to bring the experienceson the trips
back to BC.
This fund would not and should not
cover all the cost of the trips. There still is
somethingto besaidfor seekingcommunity
support for such endeavors. But an endowment could go a long way to defray costs
that often make or break the feasibility of
students affording a trip, especially with
regard to the internationaltrips.
The money for such a proposal neednot
come from the University's general fund.
With a growing number of alumni having
participated in and devoted to these programs, directedfundraising should be possible and evenrelativelysimple. It wouldbe
a great way to get young alumni in the habit
ofgiving toBC, while furthering the strategic
initiatives underwayat this school. Though
directed giving is alreadypossible, in some
cases money "given to" a program is simply
deductedfrom the amount allocated from
the generalfunds, which are thenredirected
elsewhere.The proposedservice endowment,
by contrast, could bolster a widevariety of
service tripsby providingcentralized"budget-enhancing" resources to augment and
improve the experienceof the participants
involved.As the school looks to present
itself to the outside world as a university
markedby its Jesuitvalues and activein fostering those ideals in its students, it should
continue to talk up the exceptionalservice
programs on campus. Now, however,it needs
a way to put its money where its mouth is.

On-campus help for
students off campus
THE ISSUE: New options forthcoming for off-campus issues
WHAT WE THINK: Students should be aware of resources
The creation of the off-campus helpemail address by the Office of the Dean of
Student Development(ODSD) is a step in
the right directiontowardincreasing communication betweenstudents andadministrators, and providing an official forum
through which students can express their
concerns about the quality of off-campus
life - an important issue in the recent
electionsfor Undergraduate Government
ofBoston College presidentcy.
Asidefrom the off-campus helpe-mail
address, students should also continue
to utilize the other resources currently
in place: Information on how to find an
apartment can be found on the Office of
ResidentialLife Web site; the UGBC has
an off-campus information page with a
guide to tenants' rights, as well as apartment evaluations.
The progress, however, should not stop
there.The off-campus helpe-mailaddress
has onlyreceived one e-mailsince its creation in January, said Judy Robinson, assistant deanof the ODSD. Thelack ofuse
of thise-mail system reveals the necessity
for increased accessibility and visibility
of resources to decrease the disconnect
students living off campus may feel from
the University.
The University should take into serious considerationthe recommendations
made by the UGBC Senate Committee
on off-campus policies; specifically, its
recommendationto include a link to offcampus resources on Agora as a placefor
students to file official complaints about
off-campus life - potentially running
the gamut of landlordproblems to disagreements about a report filed by Steve

The

Montgomery.Agora wouldbe the perfect
locationfor the link,because students use
it dailyfor things like accessing e-mailand
using WebCT.
Students living offcampus are already
physically disconnectedfrom BC's campus, but a link for theirproblems on Agora
woulddemonstratethat the school is still
there to help. It wouldshowstudents that
the administration does care about the
quality of off-campus student life, and
that administrators are listening to their
complaints and concerns.
If, however,Agorais not a feasible locationfor this resource, as has been suggested
by Information TechnologyServices, then
the University should develop a similar
forum on the Web for furthering the communication betweenstudents and administrators. If the administrationdecides to
create a Web site as a centralizing medium
to serve as the students' off-campus source
for filing complaints and finding answers
to their questions, then it needs to be accessible and visible to students. Links on
Agora, theBC Web site, andtheUGBC Web
site should not be too much to ask.
Communication is necessary to make
off-campus life more positive for everyone involved - students, neighbors, and
administratorsalike. The measures being
consideredby the ODSD make strides in
that direction. Students, however, must
meet administratorshalfway by being
informed of their rights and options and
utilizingthe resources available to them.
That means using the off-campus e-mail
addressif necessary andpaying attention
to newresources being developedby their
leaders.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Homosexuality is not something that can be 'fixed'
Inthearticle"Stay truetobiblicalviewofhomosexuality"(Feb.
28), JulieThornton eloquentlyexpresses a key concept in the
fight against homophobia. "I cannot imagine what it would
be like to experience same-sex attraction, ft must be a very
difficult cross to bear."
I would like thank her for highlighting how difficult it is,
and to point out to Ms. Thornton and those who share her
opinions thatthe only reasonsame-sexattraction is a "difficult
cross to bear" in this day and age is that people likehertake it
upon themselvesto make other people's private sex livestheir
priority, when in reality, it has nothing to do with them.
Her interesting usage of the word "homogenital"implies
that homosexual relationships are purely about physical
gratification, slighting and trivializingthe countless people
who have found true emotional gratificationfrom loving,
homosexualrelationships. Her suggestion that BostonCollege establishCourage, a Catholic group with links on its Web

site to groups

community in which tolerant, educated people understand
that homosexuality is not something that can be "fixed" by
any amount of prayer or reflection and would not support

someone who does.
Ifwe believe in God, we shouldbelievein a Godthat loves
his creation with no exceptions. We should also concentrate
on living our own lives honorably; a goal that by no means
involves passing judgment on the personal lives of others. I
may not possess the scriptural expertise ofMs. Thornton, but
her article calls to mind the expression"let he (or she) who is
without sin cast the first stone."
Amy Keresztes

A&S TO

BC wrong to try to put residence halls on Brighton Campus
Irecently read an article in The Heights on the decisionby
BostonMayor TomMeninoto blockBostonCollege's expansion
("City questions Master Plan," Feb. 25). I cannot agree with
the decision more. We already have students causing damage
to my community and I do not believe thatputting students in
so-calledregulated dormsis the answer. They hadthat in the
past andall we saw was a stabbing and a drug bust in a period
of only a fewmonths. I am also aware of thebig drinkingparties

studentshave in theirdormrooms. Lastly, Iknow a lot of people
who make a decent living off renting rooms to students in the
Chestnut Hill area. In short, Jack Dunn is dead wrong about
the effectof students in this area and Iwill do everythingin my
power to lobby the town to prevent BC from expanding.
George Straton

Brighton, MA

Keep shamed Spitzer out of jail
Neil Johnson
The schadenfreude unleashed in the
twenty-fourhours followingthe New York
Times' discovery of Eliot Spitzer's salacious escapadeswas impressive. Spitzer
madehis name as a brashNewYorkDistrict Attorney who went to greatlengths
to win cases, especially against executives on Wall Street. Critics, especially
conservatives, said he used the media
unfairly, sullying opponents' names to
coerce them into quicker settlements.
Though I would like to claim that
I am either too open-minded(or too
indecisive) to have a defined or definable set of political beliefs, I view government through an libertarian lens,
often to a fault. I once started a fight
with my roommates about 15 minutes
into The Untouchablesbecause I started
decryingProhibition,and, by extension,
nearly all state intervention. (I make
that transition about as quickly as Ray
Allen puts up a shot offa pick. Just give
me the balland I'll shoot it.) When I see
an article aboutpolicingvices, my knee
jerks with impressive vigor. The latest
quibbling over casinos between Gov.
Patrick and House Speaker DiMasi,
makes me wonder why no one suggests
giving an individual simply thefreedom
to gamble; when I read about trans-fat
bans a part of me - the gelatinous,BK
loving part of me - dies.

When I first read aboutEliot Spitzer, wouldnot wish to encourage. But society
f immediately expectedto say, "oh, well is not the state. Though I hesitate to
prostitution should be legal, consentsay f think that prostitution should be
ing adults," etc. I am perfectly content allowed, value judgmentsofindividuals
to say in the newspaper of a Catholic should not entailthe policiesofthe state.
university that the state should not punProstitution may be a bad thing, but we
ish something just because the church embark on an endless trailif we wish
considers it a sin.
to legislatemorality. Should we punish
The story, however, struck me as adultery,tear downburlesque clubs, resad. f don't recall feeling this way instate prohibition, eradicatecigarettes,
about any of the other recent politiban Maxim? Where a majority's value
cians - Rep. Larry Craig,Detroit Mayor judgmentsend, or should end, is entirely
Kwame Kilpatrick - who have become unclear. If two consenting adults engage
involved in various amatory scandals. in an act, thenwe may, andoften should,
His wife had to stand by him as he gave judge and condemntheir acts, but that
his intentionallyambiguous apology, does not translate into making them
andhis threechildren will face a media illegal, f llegality did not stop Spitzer.
onslaught. Maybe that could lead to The government could potentially cut
a spurious consequentialist argument
down on the number of abusive pimps
for the legalizationof prostitution - if and underage individuals involved,and
society did not root out its adulterers, better ensure safety. Justbecause Ithink
many could go on in blissful matrimoprostitution should be legal does not
nial ignorance and perhaps die a little mean f think it's a goodthing, but that
happier,allowingfor a greater good for does not necessitate banning it. I am not
a greater number of people - but that being disingenuous here; I am trying to
didnot assuage any of thefeelings I had be logicallyconsistent.
aboutthe case. Somethingabout calling
People have mocked Spitzer's comon prostitutes compounds the sadness
ment that thisshould be a "private matin adultery.
ter" in light ofhis very public prosecuWhile placing prostitution below tion ofprostitution rings. Watching his
adultery on a personal hierarchy of wife stand next to him as he confessed
wrongs is more emotionalthanrational,
in front of a national audience, I'd tend
f think most people think that Spitzer, to agree with the governor.
as he himself said, "acted in a way that
violates my, or any, sense of right and Neil Johnson is a senior in the College of
wrong."ft is a sad thing and one society Arts andSciences.

...

READERS NOTE:

The Heights welcomes Letters to the Editor not exceeding 200 words
and column submissions that do not exceed 700 words for its op/ed
pages.

The Heights reserves theright to edit for clarity, brevity, accuracy, and
to preventlibel. The Heights also reserves theright to write headlines and
choose illustrations to accompany pieces submitted to the newspaper.

Submissions must be signed and should include the author's connection to Boston College, address, and phone number. Letters and columns
can be submitted online at www.bcheights.com, by e-mail to editor©
bcheights.com, in person, or by mail to Editor, The Heights, 113 McElroy
Commons, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467.
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OPINIONS

Thumbs
Up
HillaryClinton - Just when
she seemed to be downfor
the count, Clinton rallies
with major wins in Texas
and Ohio. With a tight race
coming into the convention,
superdelegates seem likely to
decide the race.
Home Cookin' - A week
off sent many students back
to the creature comforts of
home. And with Easter fast
approaching, many will get a
second helping.

Billy Crystal - The 60-yearold actor and directorof the
film 61* was signed to a oneday minor-league contract
by the New York Yankees. No
word yet where Miracle Max
will play in the field.
Appalachia - Over 500
Boston College students
tookthe Appalove out of
the Eagle's Nest and spread
out across the country to
perform a variety of services
for the underprivileged.

Brett Favre - Happy trails
to the NFL's iron man.
After rewriting therecord
books, winning the hearts
of Wisconsin (and a Super
Bowl) and dazzling in a
surprise resurgence last
year, Favre ended his 17-year
career on a good note.

Hockey East Tickets - With
home-field advantage
through the tournament,
BC's hockey team opens
against Providence on Friday.
Tickets are a mere $5 each or
$10 for all three games.
St. Patrick's Day - The
Catholic Church delighted
college students everywhere
by moving the Irish patron
saint's feast day to Satuday
to avoid a conflict with Holy
Week. Now we just need to
make a weekendSt. Paddy's
Day apermanent policy.

Smugness out ofplace in Senate

Kathryn

Dill

With spring break behind us, midterms upon us, and campus life pressing
in all around us once again, students
who led and participated in service
and immersion trips over spring break
find themselves breathing sighs
ofrelief.
No more bake sales, no more spaghetti dinners, no more point drives or
letter-writingcampaigns or pleadingfor
a few more dollars to pay for those plane
tickets. All that remains now, hopefully,
are new relationships andreflections on
a challengingand inspiring week.
But in my experience, and despite
the relief I felt when all the students
on my trip were safely back on solid
ground at Logan, the afterglow of immersion in a new and fascinating community is somewhattaintedby some of
the pre-trip insightf gainedinto my own
community; namely, when I had the opportunity to appeal to the UGBC Senate
for funding.
For those ofyou who have never had
the "pleasure"of thisparticular opportunity, I will explain. The Senate appropriatesfunds to various campus trips
and organizations: To appeal for funding, the leaders ofa trip or organization
must appear at a Senate meeting, describe theirendeavor,providea detailed
record of their finances, and answer any
questions. Pretty straightforward.
My co-leaderand I were slatedto appear the week before spring break, and
we came to play: mission statements,
budget spreadsheets, I had even ironed
the sweater I was wearing.
We entered the conferenceroom in 21
Campanella Way and were faced with a
collection of our peers, seated around
may

a long table, animatedlydiscussing the
happenings and hangovers of the previous weekend. Students just like us.
The meeting came to order and we
were first on the agenda, ft all started
outreasonablyenough - f explainedthe
history ofthe trip, my co-leaderhanded
around a copy of our finances for each
senator and explained our aggressive
fundraising efforts and our need for
Senate funding. Then it was time for
questions.

A few routine questions about the
importance of the trip served as a deceiving prelude to the interrogation, or,
rather, theperformance, thatfollowed.
You leave Saturday, one senator
pointed out (it was Wednesday night).
You still have a lot of money to raise

- what happens if you don'traise it?

Something about her tone made me
feel embarrassed and incredibly guilty,
like f had overdrawn my bank account
to buy shoes instead of paying the
electricbill.
We explained that we had met all of
our upfront costs, but what remained
was the money we gave to the community we wouldbe visiting, to account for
our room, board, and a donation. We
could send this check after the trip, we
explainedwith smiles we hoped would
make everything alright, but it needed
to get sent nonetheless.
From the head of the table a senator
laughed.
Are they going to charge you interest?
he asked with a smirk.
ft was at this point f realized that I
had entered the conference room that
night with the wrong outlook, f was
not appealing to the better natures
of Boston College students to share
a little bit of the money for a worthy
cause - money that the school I pay
tuition to gives them to play with. We
were playingpolitics, and from his position of honor and importance at the
head of a table in a conference room
in 21 Campanella Way, a BC student
had just asked me if the community
we were going to visit

-

a community

Friendshipsbeware. With the
ever-contentious eight-man
lottery over, freshmen are
frantically cobblingtogether
four-, nine-, and six-person
arrangements to avoid the
scourge ofCollegeRoad.
Wireless in the Mods
- After an effective first half
of the year, wirelessInternet
has been spotty in the Mods,
sending seniors back to
theirbedrooms to use their
laptops.
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Eliot Spitzer - Oops.
Something tells TU / TD
that the New York governor
and former go-get'em
prosecutor should not have
been fooling around with the
country's most expensive
prostitutes. At $1,000 an
hour, you would have thought
he wouldhavebought more
discretion.
Everyone but Tyrese Rice

- The only double-digit

the UNC game, Rice
turned in the performance of
a lifetime, scoring 23 points
in the first seven minutes of
the game (and prompting the
announcer to exclaim "He's
on pace for 109 points!").
The Eagles couldn't hold off
the Heels in the second half,
however, falling 90-80.
scorer in

Housing Lottery -

Senior Day - Senior
basketballand hockey
players again had a lessthan-stellar send-off as
senior day occurred during
spring break. Athletics
should consider moving
ceremonies so students can
say goodbye.

something to say expressed it with an
unchecked hubris and condescension
that I am saddenedand disappointedto
believe exists within one of our student
organizations, especially one which,
according to its mission statement, is
elected "to serve as representatives of
the student body," and is charged with

the responsibility of arbitrating the
power ofthe purse-strings.

BC students can travel to the four
corners ofthe globe in search ofheightened awareness and social justice. They
can volunteer in Boston andrun to end
diseases. They can become politically
active, serveas volunteers in the campaigns of presidential candidates, and
work to amplify the national call for

change in leadership.
BC students can change the world.
Maybethenthey can change theconference room.

Kathryn Dill is a Heights staff columnist. She welcomes comments at kdill@
bcheights.com.

Give the B Line a break
ft is important to understand that
the T will probably not change any
time soon until there is a drastic overhaul of the outdated layouts from late
19th century Boston, a highly unlikely
operation since it is notorious for having the highest debtloadof any transit
agency. In essence, making the most of
Nidia Fevry
the present situation is the onlyway to
afford some stress that is sure to be exNo one denies that the Massachuperienced later on, whiletrying to cram
setts Bay Transportation Authority is the 300-plus terms for your philosophy
one of the worst transit systems in the final during the study days. The B Line
United States - which happens to have is more tolerable than its reputation
the most inefficient systems, compared makes it out to be.
to the rest of the modernizedworld.
In his "BC's 95 Theses" (Feb. 11),
You can travelfrom Paris to London in Heights senior staff member Reeves
two hours on Rail Europe, while it can Wiedeman proposedadding "a BC bus
take an hour to ride the T fromNewton stop next to the B Line station so stuto Government Center in the tiny city dents can decidefor themselveswhether
of Boston.
the B or D Line will be quicker into the
The MBTA has also,to the dismayof city." Well of course the D Line is quicker
many in its already unhappy customer (everyone knows that). But is it? It all
base, raised its prices from $0.85 to $2 depends on a few conditions.
in a matter of five years ($1.70 with a
The D Line is hands-down the
Charlie Card).
quicker route into Boston when it is
Charlie also brought a cancellation takenfrom UpperCampus or theComof the free outboundrides, thoughmany monwealthAvenue bus stops.
sneak on, chancing an embarrassing,
On a lucky day, it is possible to catch
"Please come up to the front to pay the bus right away, but on a Murphy's
Law day, where you happen to be
your fare," from the underpaid conductor, who has yet to see the fruits of this among the unfortunate people watchabhorrentlyaugmentedprice.
ing a bus drive by as they approach
Luckily, unlike the dwellers of that the stop, no one will blame you if you
other university on Commonwealth cross your arms and pout as you wait
Avenue, we have the option of choosfor 10 or more minutes for the next bus
ing between three different Green Line to come.
branches for optimalaccess to different
From these two bus stops, it would
befair to expect a seven- to 10-minute
stops in and aroundthe city.
ride to Reservoir. Expect then no more
So f decided to conduct an admittedly unscientific and barely objective than a five- to 10-minute wait at the
case study of fastest ways to get into actual station while waiting for the T.
the city. The conclusion? Give the B You can then planfor a 25-minute ride
Line a break.
from Reservoir to the end of the line.
If f had a nickel for every grievance
In the best-case scenario of good
made against theB Line I couldbuy one timing, without any wait, it is posof those coveted monthly-link Charlie sible to get to Government Center in
passes.
less than 40 minutes; in the Murphy's
In my investigation, however, I was Law worst-case scenario, close to 60
able to find a smallpopulationofpeople minutes.
who have uncovered some of the many
From Upper Campus, it is also adbenefitsthat come from taking the right vantageousto takethe D Line by taking
line at the right time - including the a seven-minute walk down Hammond
Boston College line.
Street (right across from McElroy) to

Thumbs
Down

where, just for the sake of academics,
themedianhouseholdincome for six to
eightpeople is $28,889 - was going to
charge us interest.
At whatpoint during this process had
our roles changed from fellow student
leaders to all-powerful money lenders
and irresponsible tenants? I felt as if
I had just spent my paycheck at a bar
insteadof paying my rent.
At this point, one thing should be
made clear: I am not writing this to
complain about the $250 the Senate
deigned to allocate to our trip at the
end of this song-and-dance routine.
I understand that there's only just so
much money to go around, and despite
that we were afforded half or less than
halfofwhat many ofthe other trips that
appeal forfunding receive, I am not losing sleep over the amount of our Senate
allocation.
Certainly not every senator present at this meeting contributed to the
way we were made to feel that night.
But for the greaterpart, those who had

,
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get to the Chestnut Hill stop - this is
like going to Reservoir, but better. This
shaves off the possible 25 minutes of
waiting for and riding on the Commonwealth Avenue bus, while getting
some exercise to defer complaints of
the Freshman 15 - a great option for
the spring.
It is a different story for the upperclassmen who live on Lower Campus.
As unreliable as the B Line might be,
the perks are hidden to most people
who think that there is such a wide
discrepancy in the speed of the expedition.
Sure, the frequent stops of the B
Line make it the more sluggish train,
but from Lower Campus, it is not too
farbehind. The CommonwealthAvenue
Bus has to circle around campus to get
to Reservoirfrom Lower Campus, and it
may or may not take a 10-minutebreak
along the way.
The 25 minutes you save by taking
the D Line is dissipated by the bus,
which can have you waiting in the cold
for far too long. The B Line has a short
wait at the station, and in the winter it
willkeep you warmer for longer.
Also, the sluggish B Line provides
perfect
reading opportunity, saving
a
you some cram space during finals and
some frustration on how slow the line
is moving.

The champion perk of the B Line,
however,is the outbound surprise that
happens every so often when you find
yourself on an express train to Boston
College - this bypasses a majority of
those stubbornly close stops andhorns
in a little to help out the rivalry (pun
intended), as the grunts and sighs ofthe
Boston University students that then
have to get off the express to Boston
College trolley are priceless.
Don't let the D-lovers completely
fool you; be assured that you can just
as well step on the Boston College line
with as much peace ofmind, efficiency,
and pride as the D Line.

bcheights.com.
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Nidia Fevry is a Heights staff columnist. She welcomes comments at fevry@
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Carroll
School of

Munificence
Matt Hamilton
The name is enoughto send chills
up my liberal artsy spine: the School
of Management. "Why spend 45 grand
per year to learnhow to lay people off,
maximize profit, outsource, market
(read: brainwash), and otherwise per-

petuate the rapacious consumerism,

capitalism, and a host of other -isms
that have seized the collectivepsyche
and are dragginghumanity to its irreversible and highly branded, packaged,
and trademarkeddemise?"
And so, Fulton Hallremained the
bane of my existence, alongwith its
core's "one credit ethics course" and
other attempts to counter corporate
corruption and greed(stick with Sarbanes-Oxley). I didn't even allowmyself
to like the Bean Counter, cursing it
under my breath as I wanderedaround
the Carroll Schoolof Money.
Yet something in me changed. No,
f am not the new spokespersonfor
CSOM, nor didDean Boynton offer me
a bribe, fnstead f met the people - students and faculty - and was changed.
f'm getting ahead ofmyself; perhaps
f should start somewhereelse. In 1966,
a soup kitchen was born in the South
End andnamed after Leo Haley, a Boston College grad student who diedwhile
acting as a Good Samaritan.The South
End was not the site of trendy bistros
and expensiveparking, but a skid row
neighborhoodin need of help.
Haley House sought to meet whatever
need it could, and meals were offered
to homeless men. Rosie's Place soon
followed, as didPine Street Inn and
St. Francis House, but HaleyHouse
remained as well - committedto giving a
hot mealto the men, many ofwhom are
veterans, that callthe streets their home.
Yet Haley House changed; giving a
hot meal everyday is a noble deed, but
hunger persists so long as the socioeconomic structureremains intact.

Systemic changes were necessary, and
housing was offered. Haley House
evolved stillfurther to add a worker
training program, committedto educating the formerly incarcerated,addicted,
and uneducated in a trade - baking
- that could lead to self-sustainability.
"Give us this day our daily bread" no
longer was the dictum for dependenceinducing benevolence,but an impetus
for change that works in the space
between the poor andthe privileged.
A few years ago, Roxburywelcomed
the Haley House Bakery Cafe to Dudley
Square.Finally, fair trade is made
affordable to one ofBoston's poorest
neighborhoods, and "organic" is the
modus operandi:Haley House recognizes
that quality nutrition is essential to
solving the health care crisis, not just
the rhetoric of change.
As an intern for Haley House, I fell
in love with the people and the mission, findingtheir spirit imbued with
the pulse of the God f longed to know
again. The people at Haley I now call
my friends, and theHouse will always
remain a sort ofhome.
Last year I stumbled upon the idea
that HaleyHouse couldvend forBC
Dining, with a dollar for each purchase
underwriting all of Haley House's
operations. The project could only
have been realized through thework
of many people, from BC Dining to Fr.
Jim Fleming to the Carroll School of
Management's Honors Program, along
with Dean Richard Keeley, Dean Amy
LaCombe, and Tina Zamora. fn the latter especially, I found not the demonsof
Wall Streetbut the humbleworkers of
BC, committedto their students and to
society alike.
Profit may be the stated goal of the
operating models, but for the CSOM
students andprofessors who have made
Haley House a partner, their ethic is
striving to be one with the common
good.
My request is that you dothe same:
in this post-service trip week of photos,
reflections, affirmations, andresolutions, and with "justice" appearing
in conversations in newfoundways,
consider the most audacious part of
the message ofFather Arrupe, and "let
it decide everything." Find the"it,"
preferablywhile munching on a Haley
House cookie.
so

MattHamiltonis a Heights staffcolumnist.
He welcomes comments at hamiltonm@
bcheights.com.
Got an Opinion worthpublishing?
Send Op-Eds and Letters to the Editor
by logging on to bcheights.com.
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in the

News
Politics
Sen. Hillary Clinton (DN.Y.) maintains that the
primary results in Michigan and Florida should be
counted. The Democratic
National Committee stripped
both states oftheir delegates
for violating party rules by
scheduling their elections
too early.
\u25a0

\u25a0 Gov. Eliot Spitzer stepped
downfromNew Yorkstate's top
office yesterday after alleged

ties to a high-end prostitution
ring. Spitzer is now seeking a
plea deal.

Science
\u25a0 The EnvironmentalProtection Agency is planning to anwill tighten
thefederal health standardfor
smog. New pollution control
efforts could cost an estimated
$8.8 billion a year.
nounce whether it

\u25a0 The $1.6 million 2008TempletonPrize, therichest award
offered by a philanthropic
organization, was given yesterday to Michael Heller, 72, a
Polish Roman Catholic priest,
cosmologist, and philosopher.

His studies have focused on
religion and science.

Technology
\u25a0

The space shuttle Endeavor

lifted offon Tuesday carrying
seven astronauts to the International Space Station. Their
mission is to connect a new
Japanese science laboratory
to the space station, and to assemble a robotic arm to assist
in future spacewalks.
\u25a0 Fifteen

countries were

named as "Internet enemies"
yesterday as press freedom
campaigners called on Web
users to join a 24-hour virtual
protest condemning cybercensorship. The online demonstrations marked the first
Online Free Expression Day.

Business
\u25a0 SouthwestAirlines grounded 41 of its Boeing 737s Tuesday after maintenance records
indicated that the required
testing had not beendone.The
groundings
8 percent of its
fleet forced the airline to
?

?

cancel 4 percent of its flights
yesterday.
\u25a0 The president of a California slaughterhouse acknowledged under oath yesterday
that his company had introduced sick cows into the food
supply. Federalrules bansuch
cows,known as downer cattle,
because they pose risks of
infections, including mad cow
disease.

by the

Numbers
48
The percentage ofU.S.
teenagerswho did not buy
a single CD last year, up
from 38 percent in 2006.

29 million
Theestimatednumber
of Americans buying
music illegally online, a
21 percent increasefrom
2006.

1,269
The number of successful suicide jumps off San
Francisco's Golden Gate
Bridge since 1937. The
city is consideringvarious
safety options, including a
higher fence or netting to
catch jumpers.

QUOTABLE
"It started when

we

started

having friendship with America. There were no suicide
bombings in this country before that," said Syed Munawar
Hasan, spokesman for Pakistan's largest Islamic group,
Jamaat-e-Islami,after suicide
bombers attacked a police
headquartersin Lahore, Pakistan on Tuesday.

U.S. economists debate '08 recession
Keith Evans

Asst. MarketplaceEditor

Is the U.S. economyfalling into
recession? This question has
dominated public discourse and
perplexedeconomistsfor months,
yielding mixed opinions and few
answers. Though there has been
much debateaboutthis issue, the
facts suggest that a recession is a
reality the Americanpublic must
begin to accept.
In macroeconomics, a recession is a prolonged periodof time
when a nation's economy is slowing down. In the United States,
the NationalBureauofEconomic
Research (NBER) defines a recession as a significant decline in the
country's gross domesticproduct
(GDP), or negative real economic
growth, for two or more successive quarters of a year. Recessions
may also involve simultaneous
declines in coincident measures
of overalleconomic activity such
as employment,personalincome,
corporate profit, stock market
investment, and overallconsumer
purchases.
The good news for the 2008
economic outlook is that there
has not been two successive
quarters of declining GDP - the
final reading of growth in the
third quarter came in at a healthy
4.9 percent. This has delayed a
formal recognition of arecession
from the NBER, which maintains
that judgment will not come for
another six months as the panel
pours through various economic
readings. The quarterly Anderson Forecast by the University
of California at Los Angeles, a
new economic report released
on Tuesday, echoed the marginal
beliefthat the economy will avoid
an officialrecession. According to
the report, a recession will only
come about if the current credit
crisis that has stifledthe housing
market prevents consumers from
buying high-end items such as
cars, andbusinesses from spending on expensiveequipment.
"We don't see that happening," EdwardLearner, directorand
co-author of the forecast, told
reporters on Tuesday.
Though the report anticipates
jobgrowth remaining sluggish in
2008 withunemploymentrising to
5.5 percentby the end ofthe year,
the forecast expects the economy
to post GDP growth of about 1.5
percent this year, rising to about
3 percent growth in 2009.
The no-recession forecastruns
counter to the outlook among
many economists and financial
pundits, who contend that the
economy has already started to
shrink amid rising unemployment, joblosses, record oilprices,
a
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and the lingering effects of the
housing and credit crises.
TheUnited States lost 63,000
payroll jobs last month, the second consecutive month of job
losses. The last time the United
States posted a two-month drop
in payroll jobs was in 2003, when
employers were still struggling
through theaftermathofthe2001
recession.
A quarterly survey ofcorporate
finance chiefs, conductedby Duke
University and CFO magazine,
reveals that 54 percent of the
CFOs said that the recession has
already startedand the downturn

willlikely last until late next year.
Another 24 percent saidthatthere
is a high likelihoodof arecession
starting later this year.
An index of optimism, which
rates the economy ona one to 100
scale, is at 52, the lowest in the
seven-year history of the index,
the survey found. In response,
companies are scaling back plans
for capital spending and are not
planning significant hiring, in
part because of high labor costs,
according to the survey,whichhas
beenconducted for 12 years.
Most CFOs said interest rate
cuts by the U.S. Federal Reserve

have had no impact on their
business, and more than a third
said credit conditions have directly hurt their companies by

of their own to counter
the downturn. Democratic hopefuls Sen. Hillary Clinton (D-N.Y.)
and Sen. Barack Obama (D-Ill.)
have proposed similar pumping
strategies via tax cuts and direct
spending targeted to working families, senior citizens,homeowners,
and the unemployed.Republican
candidateJohnMcCain has talked
about lowering the corporate tax
measures

making capital tougher to get
and more expensive. The survey
included responses from 1,073
CFOs, including 475 based in the
United States. Questions about
a recession have also penetrated
the 2008 presidential election.
As President George W. Bush rate.
touts the Economic Stimulus Act
While the debate over whether
of 2008, which provides for tax arecession is here continues, there
rebates to low-andmiddle-income is no doubt that the economy is
hurting. \u25a0
taxpayers, the presidential candidates have included economic

BC students participate in 'Brain Awareness Week'
place at

a local after-school process, or basic sensory experiwill cover basic neuroence. Research is the only wayto
anatomythrough the age-old "pin perpetuate the knowledge base,
Everyoneknowswe havebrains. the spinal cord on thebrain stem whether the focus is on emotion,
Veryfew people,though, are really activities," pipe cleaner neurons, brain injury, development, or
and the übiquitous brain jello autism, intellectual and finanaware ofthe phenomenon that occurs with everymovement they do
mold. It is important, Mickley cial manpower is vital for the
- or do not - make. Fortunately, says, to introduce the concept of research's survival. Studentswho
there is Brain Awareness Week neuroscience to kids at an early are interested in participating in
(March 10-17), which is an interage. She hopes that interest will or conducting neuropsychological
national effort organized by the pique in just a few participants, research can find information on
Dana AllianceforBrainInitiatives prompting them to exploreit as a the BC psychology department
to advancepublic awareness about later fieldof study.
Web site at www.bc.edu/schools/
On the more mature level, a cas/psych/labs.html.
the progress andbenefits ofbrain
research (see http://brainweek. series of talks were held at a seThe field ofcognitive neuroscidana.org/).Historically, the week nior center on age-related brain ence is still relatively new, with
is an opportunity for researchers changes, brain plasticity, maintethe addition of the functional
and professionals in the field to nance strategies, andthefocus on magnetic resonance imaging
bring neuroscientific research pleasant events and thoughts that (fMRI), a machine that captures
and knowledge to the forefront older adults often experience.
neuronal bloodflow over a series
At BC, the film Wired to Win of tasks, just occurring over the
of people's minds in the form of
educationaltalks, documentaries, willbe shown tonightat 7:30 p.m. last 20 years or so. Prospectively,
in Cushing Hall. The documenand hands-onlearning.
a technologyas old as the current
Thanks to Katherine Mickley, tary, which tracks Tour dc France sophomore has benefits that unan affective psychology graduate competitors throughout the grueldergraduateswill take advantage
student at Boston College and ing race, provides gritty insights of many times over the course
GA&S '11, many events will be to their neurochemistry andtheir of their lives. Perhaps they will
hitting a little closer to home. fight to keep their emotions and explore thefield as a career, somefocus in check.
She approached the undergraduthing most of the current generaate and graduate psychology
Taken together, this week tionofresearchers in the field were
students in January and was met is designed to remind the nonnot even exposedto untdwellinto
with an enthusiastic response. academics about the progress college. Ideally, brain-research
Herbrainchild(pun intended) will and benefits of neuroscientific learning in elementaryschool wdl
help advanceboth theknowledge research; more specifically, how occur as frequently as the lessons
base of the local population and current research is applicable on cumulus versus nimbus clouds.
to our daily life in the forms of Until that day comes,there'sBrain
earnsome face time for BC.
Thekid's program, whichtakes therapy, coping with the aging Awareness Week. \u25a0

By Kate Caddick
Heights Staff

program,
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Election Central

The best political blogs: alternative sourcesfor '08
By

Joshua Darr

The mainstream media is no
longer the best source for political news. The tired talking heads
on CNN, the single page in
newspapers filled withAP wire
reports, any coverage on Fox
News - these methods are no
way to follow the most exciting
election in history.
Thebest way to follow the
action is through the political "blogosphere," a collection
ofhigh-profile blogs written
by full-time politicalreporters
and regularpeople everywhere.
Developments are posted in real
time, completewith analysis and
opinion from all corners of the
political universe. Why wait for
the news when there are so many
skilled politicos to supply it in
real time?Here are some of my
favorites.
"The Page," by Mark Halperin:
thepage. time.com
The Page is by far the best

blog on the Internet for breaking
political news and comprehensive coverage ofthe day's events.
I check it before my e-mailand
get it on my cell phone. (Don't
judgeme.) Halperinconstantly
updates the site with up-tothe-minute news, polls, buzz,
and campaign talking points.
He summarizes election talk on
the morning and evening news,
publishes the highlights of the
Sunday shows, and provides
spot-on debate analysis minutes
after they wrap up. For a brief
but incredibly current overview
of the political universe, thereis
no better site than The Page.

ing and obscure stories can't be
beat. JonathanMartin's coverage of the GOP primary battle
is less interesting now that John
McCain has wrapped up the
nomination,but his analysis and
reporting are still first-rate.

successive posts, which is usually humorous and informative.
While I wouldn'tvisit this blog
for quick news, The New Republic
is often thefirst place I turn
for cutting-edgeanalysis and
insightful commentary.

RealClear Politics: www.realclearpolitics.com
RCP is the granddaddyof
political blogs, and is the best
site for the most recent polls
and analysis. The body of the
site is entirely composedoflinks
to therelevant stories of the day
and is updated twice daily(once
in the morning, once around 4
p.m.).RCP even paraphrases
the headlines to give a brief
analysis of the article's content.
They are most famous, however,
for the "RCP Average." The site
averages the most recent polls
in every possible match-up:
state primaries, general election match-ups, and state races.
These averages are famously accurate and can give a good sense
ofwho has momentum and how
these crucialraces will go.

The Weekley Standard's "The
Blog" (www.weeklystandard.com/
weblogs/tws-fp/)andNational
Review's "TheCorner" (corner.

Marc Ambinder:marcambinder.
theatlantic.com
Ambinder is wellconnected
and wellversed in analysis and
delegatemath, and is an insightful commentator. His analysis
ofthe day's events is always a
must-readand he usually has
the first tip on a big story thanks
to his connections in the industry. Ifyou see abreaking story
on"The Page," it's generally
linked to Ambinder.
TheNew Republic's "The
Plank" and"The Stump": www.
tnr.com

Politico: www.politico.com
Politico is devoted to analyzing all aspects of the political
process, from policy to rumor
to fashion. Their "Wuerking
Drawings" comics are hilarious
and right on the money, as is
theirvideo blog "PlaybookTV."
Politico's strength comes from
its individual bloggers: Each is
assigned a specific topic. Ben
Smith's assignment is the Democratic presidential nomination
race, andhis constant analysis
and ability to link to interest-

The New Republic, a prominent liberalpolitical journal,
keeps up two of the best blogs
in the business. The Plank is
updatedby The New Republic's
staff throughout the day, and
The Stump is maintainedby
Noam Scheiber andMichael
Crowley. Scheiber and Crowley
go much deeper into analysis
ofthe day's events than either
The Page or Politico, and still
manage to update regularly. The
New Republic's several bloggers
often argue with each other in

nationalreview.com)
These two major conservative
magazines maintain frequently

updatedblogs with a conservative spin and analysis of the
day's events. The Standard's
writers provide good(if sometimessnarky) analysis, and their
daily"Required Reading" sums
up conservative articles and videos from the day. The magazine
recently combined all of its blogs
into this one, and theresult is
a one-stop shop for the day's
spin, updatedwith admirable
frequency.
NationalReview, founded by
therecently deceasedWilliam
F. Buckley, maintains a quality blog featuring insights from
its staff writers. The magazine
endorsed MittRomney in the
Republicanprimaries. Since he
dropped out, theblog spends
most of its time mocking Democrats (and pushing for Romney
for vice president). The blog is a
fun read, however, and features
links to many of the day's better
conservative blog entries. The
Corner and The Blog are good
"conservative alternatives" in
the(largely liberal) blogosphere.
RedState News & Community:
www.redstate.com
RedState is the premier
online community for conservatives. Anyone can sign up and
begin writing blogs, which can
thenbe recommendedby other
users. There are individual state
pages, links to other conservative blogs, and even a link
to a conservativebook club.
Whilethe "netroots" (Internet
grassroots)of the right have yet
to flex their muscle in elections
(for whatever reason), sites like
RedState balance out the left's
online strength well.
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DailyKos:www.dailykos.com
DailyKos is a fiercely liberal
online community that conservatives love to hate. It was
the first major online player
in Democraticpolitics, raising money for HowardDean's
2004 campaign andthe pivotal
congressional elections of2006.
With almostmaniacal focus,
the (self-named) Kossacks raise
money for Democratic congressional candidatesand other
progressive causes.

Their annual convention,
Netroots Nation, had enough
clout this summer to draw allthe
major Democratic candidates.

Though often poorly sourced,
DailyKos can be entertaining
and informative, and it provides

a more complete focus on all
aspects ofliberal politics.

The BottomLine: There's a
Blogfor You
Rather than relying on Wolf
Blitzer and Brit Hume, you can
get the up-to-the-minute news
and insightful analysis from any
of these sites. One word ofadvice: Don't just read what you're
comfortablewith. If you're a
conservative,try out The New
Republic.
Liberals should definitely
glance at The Weekly Standard's

analysis from time to time. It's
good to broaden your horizons
(and see what the other side is
plotting).
Ifyou're inspired, join DailyKos or RedState andmake
your voice heard.
I'm not suggesting you
should stop reading "Election
Central," but if you must get
your news somewhereelse, politicalblogs are the best way to
hear what people are saying and
join the conversation yourself.
JoshuaDarr is a staff columnistfor
The Heights. He welcomes comments at darrj@bcheights.com.

Politically Speaking

Finding the Philosopher-King in a land of democratic jesters
Joseph Zaleski

The followingrepresents
a conversation that I could

envision happening, ifthe past
could meet the present. The
first speaker is Socrates, ofBill

and Ted'sfame, and the second
couldbe any number of highly
respected modernistpolitical
scientists (maybeyour professor). Imagine that Socrates has
traveledforward in time and
that he happens to have picked
up yesterday's paper, reading
the news about a governor (an
unfamiliar term to him) and his
epic fall from grace.
Socrates: Kind Sir, what is it
that you call politics in this new
age?
Erudite Modern Intellectual:
Well, politics of this time is a
profession, a commitment to the
public life that is madeby those
among us of the highest class
and patriotic upbringing. Politicians have a bad reputation
among the everydaycitizens,
but anyone who follows the news
can see that withoutthem there
wouldbe no democraticgovernment.

S: What do you mean by "the
public life?"
EMI: Well, it means that
these men and women are willing to crawl out of the comfort
andrelative safety of their private lives and subject themselves
to great scrutiny. Locke and
Hobbes have written of personal
rights, and it is on this notion
that the modernAmerican
politicallife remains focused.
Private rights cement the rigid
border thatdividesthe "private" andthe "public." Despite
the press's focus on the "moral
fiber" ofcandidates around
election time, allof this is purely
ceremonial.As long as a leader
can fulfill the requests ofhis
constituents (or at least make

an attempt) he will probably be
reelected by the 30 percent of
people that actually vote. The
reason that we hate wiretapping
is because it doesn'tallow anyone to hide anything anymore.
Where is this administration's
sense of decency?
S: By Zeus, I do not understand this distinction.What
is the political life withoutthe
private life? I say thatthey are
one and the same. The man
committedto being a great orator or general must first be pure
and continent in his private life.
One must cultivate friendships
ofthe highest order, for politics
is a life in community with others. It is the person best suited
for politics that must enter it
not best in terms ofbreeding, but best in terms ofnatural
inclination. Please, take me to
yourPhilosopher-Kingso that
I may question him about this
supposed dichotomy.
At this point, thepolitical
scientist will rollhis eyes and
walk away, unable to bear any
more of this highfalutin non-

...

sense.

Anyone who is still reading
this will have to forgive my dramatization,but in my dreams,
the logic of Socrates generally triumphs. This fictional
dialogue, however, drives at
theheart ofa major problemin
modernAmerican politics: the
rigid distinctionbetween the
private andthe public life. In
a way, it seems to be a curtain
that many public figures think
they can hide behind in order to
conceal their less than savory
escapades. Here I am thinking of
the Clintons, Harts, Foleys, and
now Spitzers ofthe world. On
the surface they are leaders, the
difference-makersof this country; but just below, the water is
rather murky.
If this seems like a clarion
callfor morality training, your
perception is not far off the
mark. I believe that Socrates'
desirefor a political community is as salient now as it was
in ancient Athens. Politics is
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It is time that our future politicians and business leaders put aside the modernist texts and future leaders stop believingthat they are above the law.
the business of friendships in
the macro sense. It requires the
fosteringof trust among the
rulers andthe ruled, and all of
this begins in the private life
of the leader. How can we trust
someone to governwho has not
yet conquered his own passions - things that will disrupt
his judgment and skew his
priorities? Socrates speaks of
this time and again, as he says
that cavalry commandersand
others must be committedto
bodily continence. Again, how

can we trust a politician that

as building blocks of politics any

is not committedto the four
fundamental virtues: fortitude,

longer.
It is time that our future
politicians andbusiness leaders
put aside the modernist texts
and continue with the Ancients
once more. It is time thatthese
future leaders stop believing
that they are above thelaw
because theyare committedto
upholdingthe law. It is time that
they are trainedto bePhilosopher-Kings, the only capable
leaders.
Plato's ideahas been kept

prudence, temperance, and

justice?
All of this must seem like
beginner's hash to seasoned
political science students
and it is. Plato's writings on
Socrates are the starting point
of any politicalscience class,
and I say thatthey must be the
ending point as well. We cannot
afford to overlookthe classical
ideals of community and virtue

...

pent up in the hearts ofhis readers for far too long. It is high
time that we realize his Republic
on this earth.
This new understanding of
politicallife must come today,
for we have seen where Machiavellian virtue will get an aspiring
leader: at a podium announcing his resignation to a stunned

public.

Joseph Zaleski is a staff columnist
for The Heights.He welcomescomments at zaleskij@bcheights.com.
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Tech Journal

Apples iPhone software update 2.0

Hardcover Nonfiction

Bestsellers

This
Week

Last
Week

Weeks on
List

1

Losing It. Valeric Bertinelli.
Free Press, $26.

"

1

2

The Secret. Rhonda Byrne.
Beyond Worlds, $23.95.*

1

62

1

3

Beautiful Boy. David Sheff.
Houghton Mifflin, $24.

4

The Age of Miracles. Marianne
Williamson. Hay House, $22.95.

-

1

5

Liberal Fascism. Jonah Goldberg.
Doubleday, $27.95.

3

5

6

Women & Money. Suze Orman.
Spiegel &Grau, $24.95.

2

13

7

In Defense of Food. Michael
Pollan. Penguin Press, $21.95.

5

9

8

Become a Better You. Joel Osteen
Free Press, $25.

4

20

9

The Third Jesus. Deepak Chopra. 10
Harmony, $24.

2

10 You: Staying Young. Michael F.
Roizen, M.D. and Mehmet C. Oz,
M.D. Free Press, $26.

6

18

11

8

lAm America (and So Can You!).
Stephen Colbert. Grand Central,

21

$26.99.*
11
12 How Not to Look Old. Charla
Krupp. Springboard Press, $25.99.

8

13 An Inconvenient Book. Glenn Beck 12
Threshold Editions, $26.

15

14 Real Change. Newt Gingrich.
Regnery, $27.95.

9

6

15 Predictably Irrational. Dan Ariely. 14
HarperCollins, $27.95.

2

*Indicates title has been reviewed by The
Heights.

Compiled from datafrom independent and
chain bookstores, book wholesalers, and independent distributors nationwide by Publisher's
Weekly.

Bryan

Irace

Back in October, I wrote
about the upcoming iPhone
software developmentkit
(SDK), which wouldallow
anyone to create his or her own
iPhone applications. This past
week, Apple hosted an event
focused on demonstrating the
SDK and explainingthe effect
it will have on the future ofthe
world's most popular handheld
device.Also demonstrated
were advancements in support
for enterprisebusiness users,
which will be coupledwith the
SDK androlled out under the
"Software Update 2.0" moniker.
The update, which will be free to
all iPhone users and availableto
iPod touch users for a nominal
fee, will be available in June.
Althoughthe iPhone has
receivedresounding responses
for personal use, like its Mac
computer counterparts, it has
thus far been less than optimal
forbusiness purposes. Apple
is looking to change that with
its first major software update
to the phone. Included is full
support for Microsoft Exchange
servers. This means thatcompanies will be able to set their
employees'iPhones to connect
with their globaladdresslist and
calendars.Likewise, the iPhone
will be able to handle "push"
e-mail,calendar, and contacts,
meaning that items will be
deliveredto thephone as soon
as they are added to the server,
rather than the phone having
to check for updates on a timed
basis. Additionally, the iPhone
2.0 will be able to be wiped
remotely, to prevent sensitive
informationfrom being leaked
if a company iPhone is lost or
stolen. Enterprise supportfor
the iPhone may finally allow
companies to consider the dc-
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Apple recently demonstrated its software developmentkit and explained the effect it will have on the device's future.
vice as a Blackßerry alternative.
Co-workersof mine this summer

often cursedthe fact that after
buying a shiny new iPhone, they
still needed to carry around a
company Blackberry. Luckily for
them, the needforboth devices
may soon be a thing of thepast.
Despite the newfound enterprisesupport, however, the
SDK is truly the crowned jewel
of the software update. Each
iPhone will be equipped with the
App Store, an applicationwhich
developerscan upload their creations to, and end users can use
the wireless downloadapplications of their choosing. Considering how many applications
are available across the Web for
Mac OS X, it's certain that the
App Store will be overflowing
with quality programs to meet
just about any need. Developers can choose their own price,
and a good mix offreeware and

softwareavailable for a fee is
expected to be available.A nice
additionaltouch is that the App
Store will automaticallylet users
knowwhen applications they've
previously downloadedhave
been updated.
To show thepotential the
software developmentkit may
wield, Apple invited developers
from notable companies including EA, Sega, andAOL to give
the SDK a two-weektrialperiod
to see what they could come up
with. Sega andEA came up with
powerful video games utilizing
the iPhone's multi-touchsurface
and accelerometer(the component that can tellifthe phone
is being held horizontallyor
vertically). AOL's development
was perhaps the most intriguing,
as they debutedAOL Instant
Messenger (AIM) on the iPhone.
The ability to have a full-featured AIM buddy list right in

yourpocket, one certain to

blow
away the stripped-down versions featured on most modern
cell phones, could be thekiller
featurethat will set the iPhone
evenfurther ahead of its competitors. Plus, the version demonstrated hadbeen whipped up in
a mere two weeks, and certainly
will become more robust by the
updates June debut.
Still not sold? Ifyou didn't
alreadyknow, one can send a
text message to a mobile phone
through AIM simply by sending
an IM to an 11-digitphone number, precededby the plus sign.
Thus, with AIM on the iPhone,
one will theoreticallybe able to
use it for text messaging and
minimize the fees usually associated with a texting package.
Bryan Irace is a staff columnistfor

The Heights. He welcomes comments at iraceb@bcheights.com.

Market Report

Air Force shouldn't support Airbus
CONSIDERING
LAW SCHOOL OR
GRADUATE SCHOOL?
Make the winning move by calling

1-800-428-TEST
or 617-559-9931
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to arrange one-on-one LSAT or
GRE test-preparationtutoring with
a Chyten expert tutor.

®

CHYTEN
EDUCATIONAL

WWW.CHYTEN.COM |

EXCELLENCE

800-428-TEST OR 617-559-9931

Interested in business, politics,
science, or technology?

Patrick Fouhy
Tuesday's Wall Streetrally
had Fed ChiefBen Bernanke
playing Santa Claus with a $200
billion cash injection into the
market; but whileother executives rejoiced, those at Chicagobased Boeing had protest on
their minds. The aerospace
giant decided to formally protest
the U.S. Air Force's decisionto
award a contract for anew aerial
refueling tanker to Northrup
Grumman, a California-based
company. The controversy is
not over Northrup's selection,
butrather with the aircraft the
company has based its tanker
around: the Airbus A330.
The A330 is producedby
Airbus, a subsidiary of the European Aeronautic Defence and
Space Company.

Then write for
Marketplace! jr

E-mail obriennf@bc.edu
if interested

The Air Force is in dire need
of new tankers - the aging fleet
ofKC-135 Stratotankers was
first introduced into service in
1957. In an interview with the
Wall Street Journal on Tuesday,
the chairmanof theJointChiefs
of Staff, Admiral Michael Mullen, said, "I would hope that we
could get through this as rapidly
as possible."
"I need those tankers. That's
a real militarycapabilitythat
I've got to have," he added. The
Air Force lists the project as
its No. 1 weapons procurement
need.
In 2003 Boeing was awarded
a $23 billion contractto lease
at least 100 tankers to the Air
Force, but investigations into
illegaljob negotiations between
Air Force procurement official
and Boeing's former chieffinancial officer spoiled the deal.Sen.
John McCain's investigation
of the dealforced this second
round of bidding.
Boeing purports that its
767-based tanker fared similarly
to Northrop's bid in all major
criteriaand landedthe top rating in "mission capability" - the
most important factor. Boeing
also argues that the Air Force

GRAPHIC COURTESYOF SWISS.COM

changedits requirements model
to allow the much larger A330 to
compete. Many argue the A330
is far too large of an aircraftfor
the job - essentiallyoverkill.
Airbus has plans to build its
first North Americanfactory in
Alabama, in a move to allow the
United States to reap employment benefits from some of the
tanker production. But with
the current economic situation,
why should theUnited States
be awarding contracts that are
going to largelybenefit European companies?Do we want
an absolutely criticalpart of our
strategic power and nationaldefense - tankers, which contribute to our aerial supremacy - to

be tied to a European company?
Sure, Airbus's proposed
Alabamafactory will bring some
jobs to the United States, but
it's going to cost Boeing jobs,
and it's going to cost Boeing
money.

Boeing's bid fits the bill for
what the Air Force is looking for,
its proposedtanker is not larger
than what the Air Force needs,
and it is an American company.
Some preference, especiallyin
these economic times, should be
givento American companies
whosebids are close in price and
provide the right product.
One has to wonderif the
Air Force had a bias in favor of
Airbus afterthe public relations

nightmare the first tanker contract with Boeing caused as well.
Preference should also be
given to American companies
for military contracts, especially
for projects of such strategic
importance. Putting government
contract money intothe hands
of morethan capable American
companies would help boost the
American economy.
Instead, taxpayerdollars are
endingup in European hands.
And Boeing did a pretty good
job the first time around - it
built theKC-135 in the 19505.
Patrick Fouhy is a staff columnist
for The Heights.He welcomescomments atfouhyp@bcheights.com.
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Transportation systems related to global warming
efficient forms ofinternal combustion engines today. Planes
can transport large numbers of
people great distances in short
amounts of time. The greater
thenumber ofpeople moved
per unit of distanceand fuel,
the more efficientthe methodof

By Paul Symansky

Most scientists, researchers,
and evenpoliticians agree that
globalwarming is an existing
threat to civilization andthe
planet. Greenhouse gasses,
the byproduct of automobiles,
fossil-fuel-burningpower
plants, and other sources are accused of being the main culprit.
For years, we'vebeen urged to
choose mass transit as an alternative to wastefully commuting
alone in a car. Interestingly, even

transportation.
Globalwarming is respon-

though mass transit appears to

be the solution to the quagmire,
roads, rails, and airports are all
highlyvulnerable to the effects
of globalwarming.
Just like a highly virulent
pathogen, globalwarming is
taking its greatest toll on the
few methods we use to quell its
fury. Increased precipitation,
temperatures,flooding, andrising sea levels are all side effects
of heightened average temperatures.

MCT GRAPHIC

The American rail system,
once highlyprivatized, but now
more quasi-governmental,is
actually a highly efficient means
of travel. With ever-rising gas
prices and subsequentlyhigher
air fares, rail transport is undergoing a revitalizationof ticket
sales unseen sincethe early
1900s.The secret to the locomotive'sefficiency is its relatively
low maintenance requirements
and lowrolling friction. Rail
cars are perched upon solid steel
wheels that ride on steel rails;

while tractionis somewhatof an
issue when starting and stopping, trains can travel very far
distances with minimum power
input because theyrealize few
losses to rolling friction.
From a maintenance standpoint, diesellocomotiveswork
by powering large onboard
generators,which in turn power
independent electric motors
for each wheel. Car engines, on
the other hand, directly power
the wheels through a compli-

cated transmission system. By
eliminating the transmission,
diesel engines are mechanically
less complex and less prone to
failure; again, keeping costs low
and further threats to the environment at a minimum.
Unfortunately, rising sea
levels and greaterprecipitation
put rails at risk for corrosion
and degradation of theirfoun-

dations. Furthermore, flooding
slows allrail movement and puts
passengers and cargo in danger

of derailment.
Traditionally, bus lines and
other road-dwellingmass transit
deviceswere efficientbecause
they transported largernumbers of people per mile despite
their lower gas mileage.Today,
however, many busses are relying
on either electricity or alternative fuels such as ethanol, which
burn much cleaner and don't
tap into our dwindlingsupply of
fossil fuels.
Just like the rail system,

roads are not immune to degradationfrom precipitation
and flooding, which can cause
all traffic to come to a halt.
Arecently released National
Research Council (NRC) report
titled, "Potential Impacts of
ClimateChange on U.S. Transport," estimates that 60,000
miles ofcoastal highway are
already regularly being flooded.
While jet airliners consume
massive amounts offuel, the gas
turbine engine is one of the most

siblefor intensified meteorologicaleffects including larger and
more numerous hurricanes, heat
waves, thawing arctic permafrost, and other serious consequences. While these outcomes
seem remote and indirectly
effectual, hurricanes delay or
stop air travel. Heat waves and
warming polar regions are causing more flooding, which destroys landing strips and other
airport infrastructure.
Besides global warming itself,
one of the main problems identified by officials is that our transportation systems were designed
based on historicalweather
data - the way the weatherhas
behavedfor hundreds of years.
Before globalwarming was even
conceptualized, no one could
have anticipated its harmful
effects on what yesteryear's
engineers so carefully designed.
Hopefully, we've recognized the
problems soon enoughto make
a change and continue to battle
globalwarming.
Paul Symansky is a staff columnist
for The Heights.He welcomescomments at symanskyp@bcheights.
com.

Entrepreneurial Edge

A diamond in the rough: Boston Young Entrepreneurs
Alex Lindahl
I'm sure most would agree
that networking events can often
be awkward, be poorly put together, have few peopleshowing,
and sometimes lack substance
and energy. It seems thatthe
problem stems from a lack of a
strong leader to facilitatediscussion, thata lot of people just
force themselves to go, and that
most attendees usually don't
have much invested in thegroup.
AlthoughI was hesitant
about joining another networking group, I was surprised
to find such an enthusiastic,
energetic, and valuable gathering of like-mindedpeople with
the Boston Young Entrepreneurs
(BYE). I discoveredthe group
through a News Feed on Facebook, after which I joinedtheir
Facebook group and started
attendingtheir monthly meetings. I enjoyed my first meeting
- not onlybecause of the free
pizza anddrinks from the Upper
Crust - but because ofhow the
meeting was structured around a

startup's business-plan PowerPoint presentation, followed by
group feedback, advice, and a
chance to mingle at the end of
the meeting.
BYE is sponsoredby the Boston RedevelopmentAuthority
and ONEin3 Bostonand is part
of an overarchinginitiative for
Boston to support smallbusinesses and entrepreneurship.
They are, in part, doing this to
encourage and help startups to
stay in the area andkeep them
from moving to other parts of
the country like Silicon Valley.
The group used to be just a few
people a couple of years ago, but
has since grownto be an organization of over 400.
Althoughthe entire group
doesn't usually attend, there is
consistently a solid showing of
around 30 to 50 entrepreneurs
and smallbusiness owners from
Boston andthe surrounding
area. Discussions are usually
very active and, as a member,
I have certainlybeen able to
gain a lot of great insight and
advice from other entrepreneurs who have been through a
variety of different challenges
and successes. It also serves as
a great platform to share and
bounce ideasback andforth
in a comfortable environment

withoutfear of someone stealing
them. Membersnot only seek
advicefrom each other, but also
enjoy helping each other to solve
problems and issues they are
havingwith their companies.
I continue to attend every
meeting andhave been able
to meet some very interesting
entrepreneursand startups. Just
to name a few startups: Intern-

Sushi, BostonNightLife.tv, The
Second Glass, Audissey Guides,
and MAP Boston.
Meetings take place at City
Hall in Boston everythird
Tuesdayof the month. If you
are interested in presenting or
receiving e-mails about meet-up
details you can contact manager
andboard memberDevin Cole
at devin.cole.bra@cityofboston.gov
or join BYE's Facebook group.
The next meeting is on
March 18, from 6 to 7 p.m. at
the Boston Public Library Main
Branch - MezzanineConference
Room. Paul Wingle from the
Massachusetts Health Connector will explainhowthe new
health insurance mandate will
affect you as a smallbusiness
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owner.

Alex Lindahl is a staff columnist
for The Heights.He welcomescomments at lindahla@bcheights.com.
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more confident you at...
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Weight loss, nutrition & fitness
classes, yoga, tennis, walking trails.
Fun & friends at a great place and
price less than you would expect.
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Need a summer job?
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Senior Week Tickets!
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The Wychmere Harbor Beach Club
is conducting interviews for summer employment on our Cape Cod
property March 27, 28, 29 and April
3,4, 5. Servers, Lifeguards, Beach Attendants and more needed! On-Site
Housing is Available. Visit our Web
site at www.wychmereharbor.com
for available positions and call (508)
432-1000x129for details!

Textbook Buyßack Staff Needed
for $15/HR. Online textbook company needs 20 college students to
staff online textbook buyback events
at local private high schools in May
and June. 10-30 hrs/wk with flex hrs
to fit your sched. E-mail resume to

winnie.imperio@varsitybooks.com.
Check www.bcheights.com/classifieds for even MORE job opportunies.

Instructors needed to present FUN
science activities for kids at schools
& parties. Need car & experience
w/ kids. Training provided. P/T $25/
hr. program. Apply online: www.
madscience.org/greaterboston or
781-899-6006.
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The Laughing Medusa is BC's only
women's literature and arts journal.
Creative non-fiction, short stories,
poetry, and visual art of any genre
are accepted. Submissions can be
dropped offat the Women's Resource
Center (McElroy 141) or e-mailed to
tvrc@bc.edu.

Subletters needed for spring '09.
Undine Road. Four minutes from
campus. Double and single rooms
available. Beautiful hardwood floors
and a nice backyard. Looking to sublet to girls. Price is negotiable. Please
e-mail bradyko@bc.edu.

Participate in Psychology Studies in the Interdisciplinary Affective
Science Laboratory. We pay $10 an
hour. Contact bcpsychlab@gmail.

Derek Fiorenza
SBI '07, Communications

com for more information.

Earn $10. Participate in a psychology study on Word Pronunciation. MALES ONLY. This study
is sponsored by the department of
psychology. If you are interested,
please contact Chansavy Lim at
limcj@bc.edu.

Tired of Windows Vista? Looking
to try something new? Contact The
BC Linux Project to find out about
the growing popularity of open source
computing! E-mail dingmant@bc.edu
for more info.

WANT TO EARN $10-20? Participate
in a psychology research study in
the Tamir Lab! If interested, contact
TamirLab@gmail.com.

Happy belated birthday, Courtney
and Dave! Love, The Heights
Board.

'09

Are you an undergraduate with a non-business major? If so, the Villanova Summer Business Institute is the ideal
place for you to learn the fundamentals of business this summer.

The SBI is an intense nine-week program where you will learn business basics from Villanova School of Business
faculty who bring a wide range of expertise to the classroom as teachers, researchers and corporate consultants.
SBI will broaden your skill set, build your professional confidence and serve as an impressive credential on
your resume.
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Subletters needed for summer'o9.
276 Chestnut Hill Aye. Looking to
sublet to girls. Close to Comm Aye
bus stop and Chestnut Hill T stop.
Double room. Beautiful hardwood
floors and washer/dryer in apartment
unit. Price negotiable. Please e-mail
koesslem@bc. edu.

Earth and Sage Medical Spa, 17
Herrick Rd. Newton Centre. Specializing in Botox, dermal fillers, and
chemical peels. Free consultations,
617-244-5060 for appointments.

Nine weeks. This summer. Invest in your future.

/

?\u25a0

mail classifieds@bcheights.com to
place a FREE student classified!

Research participants needed.
Are you interested in discussing
issues of social class at BC? Then
please consider being interviewed
for a sociology senior thesis. Contact
Katherine LaTores atlatores@bc.edu
for more information.

"One of the most productive andfulfilling experiences ofmy life. The Summer Business Institute is a terrific program,
taught by caring and educatedfaculty. Definitely a worthwhile andrewarding experience."

'
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Selling/missing something? Need

a sublet? Want to advertise an
event on campus? Have a friend
with an upcoming birthday? E-

Learn the fundamentals of business at Villanova University this summer.
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Parking Spot Available. 25 Gerald
Rd. (less than 5-min. walk tocampus)
$150. Please contact Mila at 513-885-6452 orvia e-mail at merchan@
bc.edu.

One-bed condo on corner Foster/
Comm. $230K. Everything freshly
painted, floors redone. New deck
and windows. Laundry, basement
storage, pet-friendly. Call Eric to
show, 508-878-5212.
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Apply on-line at www.business.villanova.edu/sbi by April 15.
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Amanda Geiger never saw the drunk driver.
Friends Don't Let Friends Drive Drunk.
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Bonnie Holland 617.969.3773
4 Hartford Street Newton Highlands, MA 02461
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Scholarship/financial aid applications must be received by April Ist 2008.
For applicationforms and more information, please visit our website:

www.bc.edu/testprep

www.bc.edu/testprep
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Tournament bound to
be full of excitement
From ACC Tourney, B9
most likelyplay either Clemson or Maryland in

the semifinals.
Clemson is a deep team that has all but
locked up an NCAA tournament berth, but will
be looking to build momentum or get a higher
seed in the Big Dance.
Despite that a Duke-UNC rematch may be
probable, other teams have much more to play
for than these two NCAA tournament locks.
Virginia Tech, Maryland, and Miami all
have some work to do if they expect to get
an at-large bid. Each has to win a couple of
games in order to solidify their case that they
should be included in the 65-team field of the
NCAA Tournament.
A combinationof a deeper NCAA field
and a down year for ACC basketball may lead
to only four teams from the conference making
the NCAA tournament. Duke, UNC, and
Clemson are all locks, but beyond those three,
the final spot is up for grabs. Miami has built
the strongest resume throughout the course of
the year, but whichever of these three teams
goes the furthest in the ACC tournament may
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be the one to claim that last slot.
Maryland is the most talentedof the ACC
teams still fighting for a spot in the NCAA
tournament. The Terrapins' season has been
plagued by inconsistency, but look for them to
make arun at the March 16thACC titlegame.
The Terrapins are led by Greivis Vazquez
and James Gist, who were both all-ACC
second-teamselections. Their first-round
match-up against Boston College may be the
most intriguing of the first-round, and their
possible second-round game against Clemson
is very winnable.
In their one game against Clemson this
year, they lost 73-70, but they will be aware
that if they can't beat Clemson they are
unlikely to make the NCAA tournament.
Beyond those six teams, every other
team's chances at making the NCAA
tournament lie in winning the ACC
tournament and receiving the automatic bid
that goes with it.
A potentialclash oftwo of the top teams
in the country as well as the battle for one of
the last spots in the NCAA tournament should
make this ACC tournament a good one. \u25a0

Women fall in to Terps
in ACC tournament
This victory was made even sweeter because
Virginia Tech was the team that defeatedBC in
the first round of last year's ACC tournament.
The ACC tournament was a tale of two This was the first ever victory for the lady
teams for Boston College women's basketball. Eagles in the conference tournament.
Riding high from avoidingan early exit, the
After a comeback victory over Miami earned
the team its seventh victory in the final game team neededto play its best game of the season
of the regular season, the lady Eagles looked to beat Maryland, ranked No. 5 in the nation.
to build upon the small win heading into the The lady Terrapins handled BC quite easily in
ACC tournament as the No. 7 seed. BC finished the previous two contests during the regular
the regular season losing five of its last seven season, winning by 27 both times.
Although this game was not quite as lopgames, including three losses to conference
sided, Maryland prevailed once again, winpowerhousesMaryland, Duke, and Virginia.
The lady Eagles began the ACC tournament ning 93-81 on Friday night, led by a perfect
strong, defeatingNo. 10 Virginia Tech, 57-47, on night from senior Laura Harper, who scored
Thursday night. They never allowedthe Hokies 25 points on eight-for-eight shooting; it was
the second consecutive game she topped 20
to get close in the contest, always keeping at
least a nine-point lead throughout the game. points. Crystal Langhorne, the team's leading
This game was similar to most of BC's previous scorer, also added 24 points, giving Maryland
victories, as it relied on the freshman duo of a potent attack that overwhelmedBC's usually
Carolyn Swords and Stefanie Murphy's inside staunch defense.
Despite falling to a daunting 48-29 deficit
presence on both sides of the floor to dominate
at halftime - sparked by an 18-5 Marylandrun
the game. Murphy had 14 points and a gamehigh seven rebounds, while Swords added 12 to close it - BC did not exit the tournament
quietly. Sophomore Mickel Picco scored a capoints and blocked two shots.
Also, their inside prowess led to careless reer-high 33 points, making seven 3-pointers,
turnovers for the Hokies, who gave the ball to keep them in the game. Picco's jumper with
three minutes left put the game at 83-74, but
away 19 times, which turned into 21 points for
the Eagles - over a third of their total points. Harper finished her spectacular game strongly
The first-round game was defined by strong with four straight points, extending the Maryland lead to 13 with just over two minutes to
defenseand selective shooting, the game strategy that has defined the success throughout play, putting the game away for good.
Swords and Murphy were effectively stifled.
the season for the lady Eagles. At halftime,
Swords had 12 points, while Murphy was held
BC led 27-15.
Although Virginia Tech cut thelead to single to six points.
BC's season ended with a 20-11 record and
digits in the secondhalf, timely inside shots by
Swords madethe leada comfortable once again, eight victories in the ACC, the most since it
which was maintainedfor the rest of the game. joined the conference in 2005. \u25a0
Zach Wielgus
HeightsEditor

By

Home runs, fastballs, and
Broken Dreams in baseball
Brad Zak

GERRYBROOME / AP PHOTO

ACC basketball is a big drawfor a diversefan base, which includes NFL stars Eli and Peyton Manning.

Boston College

grounded at The 'U'
David Amstutz
Assoc. SportsEditor

By

The finale of the stretch that saw the Boston
College baseball team play 11 games in as many
days proved too difficult for the Eagles, as they
were swept in a three-game set against Miami
over the weekend. BC (6-7, 0-3) dropped the
opener 10-7 on Friday night, before falling 8-3
and 7-1 on Saturday and Sunday, respectively.
The inexperiencedEagles struggled on the
road against the No. 6 Hurricanes. The team's annual spring training appearance in Florida, where
it playedeight games in a span of just seven days,
left BC thin on the mound, and it showed against
Miami. TheHurricanes hit eight home runs in the
series on their way to an impressive 25 runs.
On Friday night, Miami flashed its power
behind the bats of Yonder Alonso and Jason
Hagerty. Alonso, a preseason AU-American at
first base, hit his first home run of the season
while Hagerty muscled two out of Mark Light
Field. Hagerty, the Hurricanes' starting catcher,
opened the slugfest in the bottomof the second
inning. Trailing 1-0, Hagerty gave Miami an
early2-1 advantagewith a two-run shot off ofBC
starter Terry Doyle.
BC responded in the top of the third behind
the hot bat of right fielder Barry Butera. The
sophomore, who also tripled and scored in the
first inning, drove leadoff hitter Marc Perdios
home to tic the score at 2-2. Butera finished the
game 3-for-4, whilePerdios collected two doubles
in the contest.
The rally proved short lived, however, when
Alonso drove home star second baseman Jemile
Weeks to give Miami a 3-2 lead in the bottom
of the fifth. Two innings later, the 'Canes' bats
erupted as they scored seven runs in the seventh, including four home runs. Alonso, Weeks,
Hagerty, and designated hitter Joe Terdoslavich
went deep in the inning to give Miami a commanding 10-2 lead.

Although BC tried torally with late home runs
by Eric Campbell and Butera, the team dropped
the game 10-7.
A night later, No. 2 starter Dan Houston
lasted three innings before handing the ball to
ChrisKowalski.Houston gave up four runs, while
Kowalski struggled to record just two outs. The
sophomore reliever, who was forced to pitch in
his fifth consecutive game due to the dearth of
pitching, allowed three runs to cross home plate.
The right-hander had previously not allowed a
run in six consecutive innings.

While the pitching staff struggled, the offense did not produce either. The Eagles, who
opened the season with 93 runs in their first 10
games, managed only eight hits and three runs
on Saturday, leaving 10 men on base. Catcher
Tony Sanchez went 2-for-4 with an RBI for BC
to highlight the offensive output.
On Sunday, the Eagles managed just six singles
against Hurricanes' pitchers Chris Hernandez
and Carlos Gutierrez in the 7-1 loss. Miami
grabbed an early 2-0 advantage in the second
inning behind a balanced offensive effort, and
they kept the leadfor the rest of the game. BC
starter James McDonald held the Hurricanes'
bats at bay into the fifth inning, but the Eagles
could not overcome the deficit. The team drew
the score to 3-1 in thesixth inning when Sanchez
singledhome Butera, but could shortenthe deficit
further. Miami responded with three runs in the
bottom of the seventh and one in the eighth to
push the final margin to 7-1.
The sweep represented the first major defeat
for the Eagles this season. Despite losing six
starters from a team that went 24-28 last season,
BC had played surprisingly well leading up to
the weekend series in Miami. For any success to
continue, however, the team will needfresh arms
and a deeperbullpen to compete in the ACC. The
next test comes this weekend in Clemson as BC
travels for an important series against the No.
24 Tigers. \u25a0

"I'm not going to go into the past or talk
about my past," Mark McGwire uttered
into Congress's microphone on that gloomy
March afternoon in 2005. The man who had
once stood as the colossal home-run king
was now the smallest man in the room as
he shrunk back into his seat. He lookedlike
an aged WWE wrestler who had taken more
than his fair share of bumps and bruises
over his career, except this was the same
man who just seven years prior was on top
of the world.
Unfortunately for Mark, I, along with
most of the country, wanted to talk of the
past. We all wanted to know if we'd been
deceived, we wanted to know if those home
runs were just smoke and mirrors, but most
of all, we wanted to believe those feelings of
elation and wonderment were genuine.
When I was nine years old, I placed the
shiny new card into my already gaudy collection of Mark McGwire baseball cards.
I had saved up my allowance for a couple
of months so I could purchase the crown
jewel of my collection, the Mark McGwire
rookie card.
I had grown up idolizing various sports
heroes such as Michael Jordan, Derek
Jeter, Don Mattingly, Ken Griffey, Jr., and
Martin Brodeur. In my eyes, none of them
could do any wrong and were more powerful
than the president, the pope, my grandpa,
and Buzz Lightyear combined.
As Mark McGwire burst onto the scene of
baseball he was more Incredible Hulk than
mere mortal, and his grandeur and innate
ability for hitting home runs captured my
young heart. In addition to my collection
ofbaseball cards, I had a framed poster of
McGwire, his jersey, a T-shirt, magazines,
and baseball hats strewn about my room.
There was nothing not to like about
McGwire; he was a tremendous athlete,
humble, articulate, grounded, and compassionate toward his son who followed
him around during that magical season.
Beneath the surface, however, the story
was very different; but luckily for me,
society's eyes were veiled by his rocketfueled home runs, and I was able to retain
my innocence.

It seemed as if the entire nation had
its eyes on Mark McGwire as he faced off
against his home-run counterpart in an
early September series in St. Louis. Mark
McGwire had tied the most hallowed and
respected record in all of sports by equaling Roger Maris's 1961 record of 61 homeruns.

There, my dad and I sat in our living
room, just a father and son watching one of
the most monumental achievements in the
history of baseball. The moment seemed
like it was straight out of a 1960s sitcom,
for it could have been Greg Brady sitting
next to his dad - it was that much of a
cookie-cutter American moment.
As McGwire walked to the plate, flashbulbs lit up the stadium as if it was a
NASA launch, and everyone sat on the
edge of their seats. My dad turned to me
and simply said, "This is it. He's hitting
this one out of the park." And wouldn't
you know it, as Steve Trachsel delivered
the pitch, McGwire swung mightier than
Casey sending the ball fluttering into the
clear night sky.
The ball landed just over the left field

wall and was estimated at 341 feet from
home plate, but it might as well have been
a mile. McGwire rounded the bases in all
his glory, allowing the joy and hopes of
America to fall gracefully onto his back
as he effortlessly carried them around the
diamond.
As I high-fived my dad and lauded him
for his prediction, McGwire embraced his
own son at home plate and his eyes filled
with tears at the enormity of the situation.
Just seven short years later, America would
be exposed to Mark McGwire's tears once
again, but this time it wouldbe for all the
wrong reasons. It was only a matter of time
before all those memories were just a hoax.
It's one thing to find out that Santa Claus
is not real because the presents will still
be under the tree, but when the mightiest
of sports heroes falls, all that is left is
heartbreak.
Former manager Bob Lemon once said,
"Baseball was made for kids, and grownups only screw it up." This time, theyreally
had screwed it up. All across the country
thousands of kids had looked up to immortal players such as McGwire, Roger
Clemens, Barry Bonds, Sammy Sosa, Andy
Pettite, Jason Giambi, and Gary Sheffield,
but now these kids are lost and are forced
to doubt every other baseball hero they
want to accept.

So far, evidencehas not been gathered,
but who is to say that we should accept
players such as Albert Pujols, David Ortiz,
Alex Rodriguez, Matt Holliday, and Ryan
Howard with open arms?
People wonder why football has supplanted baseball as our national pasttime,
but part of it is due to the gray clouds of
doubt that surround our national pastime.
You fool the viewing public once and they
could possibly forgive you, but to see every
hero's legacy go up in smoke is something
that just won't happen without repercussions.

Steroids in baseball destroy all the great
memories that the great game had once
provided. They make you question every
athlete and make you tentative to adopt a
new favorite player and feel like a kid again.
They fill every innocent heart with doubt
and tear out the soul of baseball because
baseball is based on hopes, dreams, and the
ability to believe in the unbelievable.
Yet, no matter how hard baseball tries to
push me away I can never leave. The smell
of fresh-cut grass and the anticipation of
thrilling games and fond memories will
always pervade my soul.
I hate to be the battered spouse of
America's game, but I'd rather be beaten
than not live with it at all. Maybe the memories I have of McGwire's home-runs may
not be genuine, but they are still memories;
steroids may taint them, but they will never
take them away.
Baseball will always be a part of my life
and the steroids era will just be another
chapter. The terrible pain of the accusations will never fade away and the best I can
do is to accept them. It is time to turn the
page as swiftly as I once turned the pages
of my Mark McGwire card collection. Every
spring training provides new hopes and new
dreams and they are the only way to erase
the pain from summers past.
BradZak is afreshman in the Carroll School ofManagement. He can be reached at sports@bcheights.com.
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The Week Ahead
Men's basketball travels down to
North Carolina for the ACC tournament. Boston College will havetowin
outrightto make an appearence in the
NCAAtournament. Providence comes
to BC this weekendfor a HockeyEast
quarterfinalmatch-up.
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Men's basketball cannot seem to
shake its stringofbad luck; theEagles
fell to both UNC and Georgia Tech.
Women's basketball droppedto Miami lastSunday. It also beat Virginia
Tech in the ACC tournament,but lost
to No. 5 Maryland.
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Guest Editor:
NeilJohnson
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"Don't call it a comeback."

This Week's Games

Men's Basketball
Junior guardTyrese Rice earnedAll-ACCfirst-team honors
this week. Along with Rice, North Carolina's Tyler Hansbrough,Virginia's Scan Singletary,Duke's DeMarcus Nelson,
andMiami's JackMcClintonearnedthehonor as well.Rice was
a memberoftheAll-ACC second-teamlast season andpart of
theACC All-Freshman team in his freshman season.
Senior center Tyrelle Blair also earned honors this week,
earning a spot on the ACC's All-Defensive Team.Duke's Nelson, Florida State's ToneyDouglas, North Carolina'sMarcus
Ginyard and Maryland's James Gist joined Blair in receiving
this nomination. Blair led theACC with 56 blockedshots in 16
games. He averaged 3.5 points and5.2 rebounds per game.

Women's Indoor Track and Field
JessicaIsner
Sports Editor
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Ira Berman
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Men's Basketball:Boston College vs. Maryland
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Men's Hockey: Providence vs. Boston College
Baseball: Boston College vs. Clemson
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Women'sLacrosse: Virginia Tech vs. Boston College
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Men's Basketball:Who willwin theACC tournament?

Duke

UNC
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BCnotes

Recap from Last Week

Maryland
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Sophomore Caitlin Bailey and senior Tiana Riel earned
acceptanceto the2008 Indoor TrackandField championship.
There were 16Divison I runners selected to participate in the
meet. The 2008 NCAA Indoor Track & Field championship

will be this weekend in Arkansas.
Baileyis the BC record-holder in the 800-meter with a time
of2:05.24. Her time is good for sixth in the nation. Bailey also
went to the indoorNCAAs last season.
Riel has the 13th-highestpoint mark in pentathalonin the
nation this season. This will be the first trip to the championship for Riel.

tearful goodbye to Wisconsin's pride and joy
David Givler

A shroud of disappointment and sadness
envelopedWisconsin on Tuesday, March 4, 2008.
One would have thought a hero had died, but it
was worse - Brett Favre announced his retirement
from professional football.
I awoke that morning thinking my day wouldbe
another lazy, rerun-filled, spring-break-at-home
day. I meandereddown the stairs to the family TV
and began to surf theprograms only to be slapped
in the face by four different montages spanning
Favre's early life to his last-season successes. I
quickly sprung from my couch to check ESPN.
com and confirmed the traumatic news. Pictures
ofFavre covered the Web page. I didn't have to
delve deeper. It was true. The day every Packers
fanfeared hadbecome a reality. The Packopolypse
had occurred. Brett Favre was done.
In my memory, I don'tremember watching any
other player start behind center other than Brett
Favre. I havebeen alivefor 18 years, and Brett has
beenthere for 16. He is not just a quarterback for
Packer fans; he is a family member, and his announcement has brought a fog of doubt over the
Packer Nation. Favre and his Packers have spoiled
me for my lifetime of footballwatching. During
his 16 seasons with thePack, Brett has brought
15 winning seasons, multiple NFC North Division
Championships, and a Super Bowl. How am I to go
on?The one player who brought the Packers out

of a dormant state is leaving. Aaron Rodgers: No
offense, but my faith in you is limited.
My family has season tickets at Lambeau Field,
and I have watched the Packers play many times
over the last 16 years. I have seen Brett win games
with his quick wit, andlose games with his stubbornfaith in his antics. I don't deny his arm has
led him and his team into jams, but more times
than not, it has led him to make plays that most
quarterbacks cannot. I'm a firm believer in the
phrase "Fortune favors the brave," andthis is what
makes me a Favre supporter. A quarterback can
make all the safe throwsand throw theball away
when the play isn't there, but those quarterbacks
aren'tremembered. Critics have labeledFavre as
a gunslinger, and I'm fine with that. He was an
exciting player that brought an extra variableto
every game. He won, he lost, and he played the
game like no one else. I witnessedhis last game,
his last throw.Negative-five degree weather was
nothingcompared to the value of watching this
legendplay one more time. He finished taking a
risk, and nothing couldbe more fitting.
As for me, I'm off to don my No. 4 jersey and
watch all theFavre montages I can find. I'll be
there next fall, rooting as hard as ever for my boys
in green and gold, but there willbe a void in my
heart that no player will ever fill again.
David Givler is afreshman in the CarrollSchool ofManagement. He can be reached at sports@bcheights.com.

GREGORY SHAVER/ AP PHOTO

In a tearful press conference last week, Brett Favre bid farewell to thefootball world and his loyal fan base.

Eagles finish season
with loss to Jackets

Oates and TyrelleBlair, alongwithfour senior managers, were honoredbefore theirfinal home game.
They received a rousing ovation from the crowdof
7,219 as they greeted their parents and coaches at

led all scorers with 20 points, and Zach Peacock,
who contributed 18.
Ledby freshmenCorey Raji andRakim Sanders,
BC attemptedto mount acomeback, beginningwith
a Sanders 3-pointer at 1:57.But this provedto be
too little, too late as the YellowJackets hung on to
capture the seventh seed in the ACC Tournament.
Rice, Raji, Sanders, and Josh Southern all
registered double figures in points for BC. But the
Eagles were plaguedby poor defenseandfailure to
protect the basketball.
They gave up 21 turnovers, which GeorgiaTech
turned into 30 points. Many of these miscues occurred as BC struggled to bring the ball up against
the YellowJackets' full-court press.
After the game, coach Al Skinner was criticalof
his defense, saying, "we just don't have the communication we need [it's causing us to] give up

center court.

easy opportunities."

GeorgiaTechcontrolledmost of the first halfand
had a nine-point lead with 4:31 remaining. But BC
rallied back, led by 10 points in threeminutes from
Tyrese Rice. The Eagles took the lead 37-36 with
49 seconds to go on a layup by Oates.
The Yellow Jackets answered back before the
break with a Gani Lawal dunk to take the lead by
one heading into the break.
BC looked strong coming out of halftime, as they
jumped to a five-point lead at 15:57. The Yellow
Jackets, however, quickly took over again, and they
went on a 15-2 run and led 57-49 at 12:16.
GeorgiaTech continued to pick apart theEagle
defenseand led by as many as 14 late in the game.
TheTech offense was fueled by Jeremis Smith, who

The BC defense deterioratedas the game went
on, and they allowed Georgia Tech to shoot 70.8
percent from the field in the second half.
Skinner stressedthe need for each player to do

By Brian Winne
Heights Staff

The BostonCollegemen'sbasketballteam ended
its season on a sour note on Saturday, falling to
GeorgiaTech (14-16, 7-9 ACC) 86-78 on senior day
at Conte Forum.
The YellowJacketshandedBC its sixth consecutive loss. The Eagles (13-16) finished their season
tiedfor last place in theACC with a 4-12 conference
record. Theywill head to Charlotte,N.C., on Thursday as the No. 11 seed in the ACC tournament.
The high point of the afternoon for BC came
prior to tip-off when the team's two seniors, John

...

some extensive self-evaluation as they prepare for

the conference tournament. " [They need to make
they] are demonstrating the fundamentals
that we teach."
When askedaboutwhat happenedto the promise his team showed in mid-January, when they
decisively defeatedWake Forest and Miami, Rice
said "we just lost our swagger."
But the star point guard was quick to add,
"We're definitelygoing into [the ACC tournament]
confident and looking ahead." \u25a0
sure

GET INTO THE BALLGAME.
Write for SPORTS.

Meetings are at 5 p.m. on Monday in the
Eagle's Nest. E-mailsports@bcheights.com
with any questions or concerns.

MATT STRUZZIERO / HEIGHTS SENIOR STAFF

Despite a disappointingrecord, Tyrese Rice still found success this season, earning a spot on the all-ACC team.
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Numbers to Know

3

Hockey East tourney hits Heights

Goals the men's hockey team
scored in one minute in its 4-1
win over Northeastern.

4
Stolen bases for sophomore
second baseman Barry Butera
this season so far.

33
Career-high points for women's basketball guard Mickel
Picco in the Eagles' 93-81 loss
to No. 5 Maryland.

2:05.04
Caitlin Bailey's time in the
800-meter run, a new Boston
College record.

Talk of the Heights
"You have [Rakim]
Sanders and Tyrese
[Rice], two of the
better guards in the
conference. Tyrese
leads that team, and
they take his attitude,
his demeanor, and he
wants to get the job
done every time he
goes out."

-Cliff Hammonds,
Clemson guard

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

N0.4 Boston College will face off against No. 5 Providence in this weekend's Hockey East quarterfinal match-up at Conte Forum. The first of three games will be Friday at 7 p.m.
Ira Berman
Asst. Sports Editor

a great opportunity to get into a playoff atmosphere on our home ice.
The quarterfinalswill be a best-of-

Boston College students can now
purchase tickets for this weekend's
Hockey East quarterfinal match-up
between the No. 4 Eagles and the No.
5 Providence Friars.
This is the first time the Hockey
East quarterfinalshave not fallen over
BC's spring break. BC Superfans have

three series, with the first two games
coming this Friday and Saturday at
Conte Forum at 7 p.m. If a third game
is needed, it will be Sunday at 7 p.m.
The HockeyEast tournament consists of eightteams, with the first seed
facing the eighth, the second facing
the seventh, and so on. By winning

By

this series, the Eagles have a chance
to move on to the semifinals at the TD

Banknorth Garden and then possibly
on to the finals.
The outcome of this tournament
will greatly affect the seeding in the
NCAA tournament. The winner of
the Hockey East tournament has
traditionallyreceived a No. i regional
seed. Sixteen teams are selected for
the NCAA tournament.

By

EHOCKEY AST

In thewake of a memorablegamebe-

Standings

IRA BERMAN / ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

Wayne Ellington and the UNC Tar Heels are considered thefavorites to win the ACC Title.

Men's Basketball

JessicaIsner

By the time last Saturdayrolled around,
most of my friends were already on Spring

Boston
vs Maryland
College "
After splittingthe regular-seasonseries,
the Eagles will take on the Terrapins in
the first round of the ACC tournament.
The Eagles will have their work cut out
for them.

weekend.

\u25a0

long for arematch. TheAtlantic Coast
Conferencemen'sbasketball tournament
is set to start Thursday, March 13, and
it is likely that the finals will feature the
TarHeels versus the Blue Devils.
Both UNC and Duke have fairly easy
roads to the finals of the tournament.
It wouldbe hard to imagine a scenario
in which these two teams don't meet
for a third time this season in the ACC
championship game.
The Tar Heels are set to play the
winner of the Wake Forest-Florida
State game in the quarterfinalsand most
likely either Miami or Virginia Tech in

their second game. This UNC squad is
focused and determined, and although
its ultimate goalsreach beyond theACC
tournament, the Heelsshould come into
everygame prepared.
They have had only one slip up this
year, which came at the hands of Maryland. The Tar Heels laterlost to Duke,
but since that defeat they have strung
together eight wins in a row, the most
recent being a 76-68 victory against the
Blue Devils.
Tyler Hansbrough, the conference's
leading scorer at 23.1 points a game,
leads a high-powered UNC offense
that will be looking to claim its second
consecutive ACC tournament championship.
Duke, although favored along with
UNC, will have a slightly harder time
getting to the championship game.
The Blue Devils play either Virginia or
Georgia Tech in theirfirst game and will

See ACC

Tourney, B6

A tribute to the new king of the court

Game to Watch

Thursday, 9 p.m., UPN 38

Charles Moore

Heights Staff
tween North Carolina andDuke, college
basketballfans may not have to wait too

Overall
19-5-3
15-9-3
13-9-5
11-9-7
12-13-2
11-11-5
10-13-4
9-13-5
9-15-3
6-18-3

Day

ACC Tournament kicks off today
Eagles face Maryland
at 9 p.m. Thursday

As of March 12
New Hampshire
Boston University
Vermont
Boston College
Northeastern
Providence
UMass-Lowell
Massachusetts
Maine
Merrimack

Tickets have been dramatically discounted for students. Tickets can be
purchased for $5 a game, or $10 for all
three games. Students can purchase
tickets at the Conte Forum box office
or online at www.bceagles.cstv.com.
BC hopes torepeat as Hockey East
champions, and they need all the fan
support they can get. Come out and
support the Eagles this St. Patrick's

Break. I wasn't, and I'm kind of glad, because I saw something that most of us are
unlikely to see again in our time at Boston
College.
At this point, the disappointment of
this basketball seasonis a story almost
as overdone as Brett Favre's retirement
sobfest. We all know there willbe no March
Madness,no first-roundbye in theACC
Tournament,no Player of theYear awards.
The storywas completely monotonous.
Untillast Saturday.
Like most BC teams in recent memory,
there has been onebona fide star who's
beenresponsible for everything - for picking the entireteam up and hoisting it on his
shoulders,for bringing thembackwhenlife
support is about to be cut. This year's star's

INSIDE SPORTS
THIS ISSUE

shoulders are a little slighter thanCraig
Smith's or JaredDudley's, buthe gets the
job doneall the same.
On thefirst dayofMarch 2008, Tyrese
Rice officially solidifiedhimselfas The
Next GreatBC Guard. Not since Troy
Bellhas therebeen a backcourtplayer as
dynamic, as offensively threatening, as reliable as Rice. Against NorthCarolina last
Saturday, he provedhe's evenbetter than
Bell - or any of theother littleguys who
have torn through the Heights under Al
Skinner's watch.
Troy Bell never scored 22 points in the
opening six minutes of one game. He never
single-handedly went on a 12-0run against
the No. 3 team in the nation on his way to
racking up 34first-half points. He never
went eight-for-ninefrom beyond the arc in
onehalf, only a last-secondheavefrom half
court standingbetweenhim and perfection.
Bell never made itrain and snow at the
same time.

Bell may have had a 40-something
numbernextto his name on the scoreboard
by the time thefinalbuzzer sounded, but
Rice's number was simply bigger.
"I'm no Troy Bell at all," Rice saidafter
the game. "He's oneof the most prolific
scoring guards in college thatI've ever

Baseball hits rough patch
The Eagles spent a weekend in Miamibut
ran into trouble with the Hurricanes. B6

seen.

This is a pretty big dealfor me. Troy
Bell is theperson whomade me appreciate college basketball.He was my first
favoriteBC player, my first favoriteathlete
ever. I don'tthink I even wantedanyone to
outdohim, but someone did. And it was
awesome.
The whole day was pretty exciting
from the get-go - and not just because I
ran into Scott Pollard outside theUNC
lockerroom. (The fact that I was ableto
identify Scott Pollard out of context was
pretty exciting in itself.) It was thekind
of game that had peoplewhispering at
halftimeaboutBell's legendary careerhigh 42-point game against lowa State in
2003. Someeven mentioned John Austin's
Conte Forum-record 49-pointperformance
against Georgetown in 1964. It was thekind
of game that hadMike Lupicaraving that
it was the greatesthalfofcollege basketball
he'd ever seen.
But most importantly, for thefirst time
all season,Rice got the recognition and
praise he's deserved all season fromhis
home crowd, which has been conspicuously
disinterestedall season. And he picked a
goodtime to do it.
Any time North Carolinaor Duke show

The Heights bidsfarewell to Brett

We're a littlelate on the trend, but respects need to be
paid to one of football's greatest of all time. B7

up around here, it'skind of abig deal.
Admittedly, this year it was far less hyped
becausethe gamefell during spring break,

but therewas still an anticipation thatonly
crops up when one ofthe two ACC powerhouses is in town.
That day, nobodyknew which BC team
would show up: the one that madeWake
Forestlook like Cape CodCommunity Collegetwo months ago, or the one thatlost 11
of 12 games downthe stretch.
This team wasn'teither of those two. It
was a hybrid. It was Tyrese's team. It didn't
matter that theTar Heels took only eight
minutes in the secondhalfto effectively
erase BC's entire 14-pointhalftimelead.
UNC is at the top of thepolls for a reason.
They are supposedto tough games out, to
muster up some offense in thesecond half
to pullthrough in tight games. The box
score tells that story. Plus, anyone who has
ever watched a college basketball game
knew that the Eagles'first-half pace was
virtually unsustainable.
Rice made people care again. It took
46 points, but he did it.
Jessica Isner is the sports editor of The
Heights. She can be reached at sports®
bcheights.com.
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Finding laughs infamily dysfunction
Steve Carell shines on 'Dan in
Real Life' DVD
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The year of the
v Crowes J
Robinson brothers

remedy past struggles
in a new album
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News & Notes

I'm outraged. The results ofthis week'sAmerican Idolelimination was unfair, especially due to the negativemediacoverage that
David Hernandez received for his previous stint as a stripper.
As opposed to successful American Idol winners, there are
always scandalous contestants who are often spared because of
the support of their fans. This week, talent was definitely not the
with Tue Tran
I reason why people voted, as Kristy Lee Cook deserved to leave.
David was not voted for, probably becausehe performed at a clubofwhich 90 percent of
the clientele are males. Pictures surfaced of David bartending shirtless or scantily clad,
including one with him bare-chested in only a bow tic from the waist up. I've seen worse
Facebook pictures.
Idol decidedthathe should stay on, and I completely agreed. The onlyprevious career
that should be a restriction from continuing Idol is having a record contract, which many
people this season do have. Being a stripper has undoubtedlyprepared him to become a star
by having experiencewith choreography and obviously his sex appeal has been tested.
David also has great style, usuallywearing a simple, button-down shirt. Recently, he
wore a rugged-chic sports coat with a hoodieattached, demonstrating the variety of clothing
thathe can look goodin. His hair isalso impeccable,tousledbut with a purpose. While this
lookmay make some look wimpy, there is no doubtthatDavid is all man. A quick search
will reveal a plethora of steamy pictures with David flashing his million-dollarsmile.
But don't get me wrong, David'stalent doesn't get overshadowed by his looks.He had
many strong performances, including "Papa Was a Rolling Stone" and "It's All Coming
Back to Me Now," which showcasedhis slight accent, taking the song to a new, spicy level.
I'm disappointedin America's votes becausetalentwasn't even a consideration.
As poor college students, we can understand that any legal, paying job is one worth
having, and the wiseDonna Summer once sang: "[He] works hard for the money, so you
better treat [him] right." Although his former career may be as a stripper, he may be
exactly what Idol needs.

The Calendar
Sunday

Thursday
BALDWIN AWARDS SCREENING
Devlin 008
WINTERTIME
Bonn Studio

DROPKICK MURPHYS
Paradise Rock Club
YELLOWCARD ACOUSTIC TOUR
Middle East

Friday

Monday

BATTLE OF THE BANDS
The Rat
VAN MORRISON
Citi Performing Arts Center

DROPKICK MURPHYS
Paradise Rock Club

THE MOUNTAIN GOATS
Museum of Fine Arts
MISSY HIGGINS
Paradise Rock Club

Saturday

Tuesday
PAT MCGEE BAND
Harpers Ferry

JUSTICE
Paradise Rock Club
DROPKICK MURPHYS
Tsongas Arena

Wednesday

JOHN HAMMOND
Club Passim

thThreougMweGiapvnTi homsen

CARRIE UNDERWOOD
Verizon Wireless Arena

THE ACOUSTICS
Devlin 008

EditorO
s' bsessions
\u25ba Courtney Lyons, CopyEditor
The storylines in One Tree HilTs fifth
season are unrealistic and the characters
are unbelievable, but one actor is enough
tokeep me watching. Theadorable Jackson
Brundage (Haley and Nathan's son) lights
up the dark show and melts my heart with
his smile.
\u25ba Trish Daly, Assoc. Copy Editor
March 17th.This weekend, find something
greento wear andcelebrate in theIrish spirit.
Even if you don't eat the traditionalcorned
beefand cabbage meal,you can certainlyraise
your glass to this good-naturedholiday and
spend a dayappreciating the company ofgood
friends. Get lucky on St. Patrick's Day.
\u25ba Diana C. Nearhos,
EditorialAssistant
Another greatseason ofProjectRunway
has concluded, unfortunately with an unwearablewinnerin Christian. The final three
featured non-draped, gorgeousdressesfrom
Rami, over-the-top blacks from Christian,
and beautiful, wearableknits from Jillian.
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A Second Opinion

SCENE THURSDAY, MARCH 13, 2008

Just because our favorite docs aren't on television doesn't mean that they are lying around
in their scrubs. Dr. Derek Shepherd, akaPatrick
Dempsey, traveled to his hometown of Lewistown, Maine to unveil a new charitabledonation.
ThePatrick Dempsey Center for Cancer Hope&
Healingwill open on March 31. The center will
offer educationand support programsfor patients
and their families. Dempsey became inspired
to help after his mother, Amanda, beat ovarian
cancer. His own experiencestaught him thatfor
a family getting "a cancer diagnosis is devastating, and all the information out there can be
overwhelming."The actor will take place in an
accompanyingpublic educationprogramabout
cancer prevention and detection.
My favorite doctor is back to
trashing himself, again.Hugh Laurie admittedthat he experimented
with Vicodin like the hilarious
curmudgeon - Dr. Greg House.
"I wouldn't recommend it," he
said. He did tell Britain's Radio
Times, however, "if you're not in
pain, it gives a floaty, pleasurable
feeling."Lauriehasbeen quitevocal
in thepast about his battle with depression and how self-critical he can be. Apparently a handful of
Golden Globes
are not enough
to keep him
from being
unhappy

with his performance. The British actor is still
hugely surprised by the success of the show.
When he can bring himselfto watch House, the
worst part is theAmerican accent. "I had no idea
I sounded so retarded, a dull monotone, full of
clunking mistakes,"he said. Jeez, talkabout selfdeprecation.He better lighten up or my favorite
showmight be in trouble.Andlife withoutHouse
- now that is a serious problem.
Matt Damon and wife Luciana are expecting their second child, Damon's rep confirmed
to People on Sunday, saying "They couldn'tbe
happier." The couple decided to break the news
after a red carpet appearanceat the EmpireFilm
Awards in London whereLuciana appearedto be
a baby bump. 1 his will be the secondchild forthe Damons. Their daughter Isabella was born in June 2006.
Luciana has a 9-year-old daughter,
Alexia, from a previous marriage.
The actor is currently shooting the
CIA thrillerGreen Zone.
And a very quick congratulations goes out to favorite Today
Show host Natalie Morales and
her husband ofalmost 10years Joe
Rhodes, who announced they are
expecting their second child.
The morning show host
says bigbrother Josh,
4, is "excited to
be a big brother." OF
4nd, He says
he'll share all
his toys."
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What We're Watching
Drill Sergeant Harvey Walden IV plans to
kick some famous butt like never before in
the sixth season of the Celebreality hit. With
a failed AmericanIdol host and Joanie Cunninghamjoining some old hats, there should
be a fair amount of inspirationalweight loss
and sassing back at Harvey. Plus, bad boy
Dustin "Screech"Diamond is returning to refuse to stick to theregimen, wasteeveryone's
time, andhopefully induce enough dramato
make the show worth watching throughout
the season. Jointhegang at boot camptonight
at 9 p.m. onVHI.
Good reviews abound for this Tom
Hanks-produced, Paul Giamatti-starring
JohnAdams miniseries on HBO. Catch
\&J
OF
the first part on Sunday\at 8 p.m. /
A>>A Parker Posey stars in TheweturnofJaze\J/ bel James. Hilarity may ensuein FOX's
new comedy this Friday at 8 p.m./

Griffin
For The Heights
By Molly

with Guest EditorJessica Isner
A new week, a new set design, same
old, same old. American Idol's Top 12
debuted Tuesdaynight, and never did the
absence of Danny Noriega depress me
more. (I guess America-minus-me-andChikezie just isn't ready for him.)
Nothing was particularly different
Tuesday than it has been for the past two
months. Simon looked like he spent the
past four daysbeing attackedby ultra-violet rays. Paula looked slightly less sedated
than usual. There stillwasn't anybody who
caredabout Randy. Ryan was overcaffeinated andstill not funny. Remind me why I
watch this show?
On Paul McCartney and John Lennon Night (1 can't believe the producers
let these kids butcher the Greatestof All
Time), I spent most of the time trying
to figure out why Paula can no longer
string together a simple sentence. Has
anyone else noticed that her upper lip no
longer moves? Sorry to be this cynical,
but everything I hate about this show was
in full force simultaneously on Tuesday
night. For one thing, the judgesneed new
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That's a wrap
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Sex

and shoe addicts alike will
come togetherwhen the highly
anticipated Sex and the City:
The Movie premieres at the end
of May. When I heard a new trailerfor the
movie was released, Iknocked overeverything in my way of the nearest computer.
The last trailer had shown nothing but shots
of the four women walkingthrough New
York inbrightly colored outfits, no plot in
sight. The lackluster teaser left me to my own devices, dreaming up possible storylines
for Carrie, Miranda, Charlotte, and Samantha. As I sat in my studio apartment, sipping
on my pink cosmo (or in my Edmond'sroom, sipping on my bottle ofwater), I realized
that there weren't any loose ends that I could resolve. The six seasons of Sex and the
City had been tied up with a littlebow and sent to the place where syndication lives.
Samantha had beaten cancer with the help of her boy toy. Miranda's family was settling inBrooklyn. Charlottehad finally adopted her biggest wish: a child. And last, but
certainly not least, Carrie had come back to her life in New York with the love of her
life, Mr. Big. Stow away the file Cold Case, this one is closed.
As I watched the new trailer, it was like deja vu all over again. Samanthaand Smith
are still having sex. Steve has become undependable yet again, as it looks like he has
confessed an affair to Miranda. Charlotte and Harry arepregnant with their second child.
And after what shouldbe ablissful engagement, Carrie and Big havesomehowmanaged
to screw up their relationship
again.
This prompted me to think about the art ofa greattelevisionfinale, andhow ultimately
it should leave no room for reunion specials or feature-length films. 1 don't doubt the
capabilities of the screenwriters of Sex and the
City: The Movie toturn out a great story, lest I be
attackedby an unused picket sign. But imagine
Friends: The Movie. Chandler and Monica adopt
again. Ross cheats on Rachel while
a baby
they're on abreak again. JoeyandPhoebe idly
standby again. What's satisfying aboutthat?
Why would Carrieand co. be any different? I will
still be part of the massivefemale pilgrimage to
the movie theater on May 30, but perhaps 1 will
be the only one sitting there peeking through
my fingers as if watching another episode of
That s Amore.

.
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scripts. Randy needs to learn something
else besides, "It started out a little rough
for me." IfPaula says, "Youreally powered through it, PS., I have a girl crush on
you," one more time, I'm boycotting the
rest of the season.
Simon's perfect. He needs no critique.
After all, he is the only manon earth who
can pull off a wink without looking like he
belongs onLaw & Order: SVU. (Although
I gotta say, it was really, really awkward
when he forgot Carly's name.)
I swear, I really do like this show. But
this season is weird, partially because I
don't know if there are any contestants
that have any star power(otherthan Jason
Castro, who won't win because he will
inevitablymiss a performancewhilesmoking up in the dressing room). We can all
stop watching now because DavidArchuleta (despite his absolute train wreck this
week) will win. There's no point. Think
about the odds of the Patriots losing the
Super Bowl a month ago. The odds of the
17-year-oldphenom losingAmericanIdol
are much, much smaller.
No, but seriously - the most exciting
part of the night for me? Finding out that
Syesha goesto the same school that Mike
Lowell went to. I'll probably vote for her
for the rest of the season now, especially
since Ramiele personally offended me
by trying to murdermy graduation song,
"In My Life." Anyway, can't wait till
next week. One morething: the wardrobe
stylist needs to be fired. Immediately.
That's all.

CLOSE-UP
W

The Price is

IW

Right's
Drew Carey

I

with Michelle Kaczmarek

Some ofyou may have encountered the new additionto thePrice is Right after finding
yourselfawake at the early hour of 11, and if not, maybe you caught him in his Primetime
slot on Friday. Well ifyou do not share the same TV time schedule as the overwhelmingly
over-the-hill audience of which ads for scooters become confirmed with every commercial
break, that surprising addition would be Drew Carey. For anyone who is familiar with
Barker's hit, Carey's decidedly differentpersonaoddly complements the show. Never do you
find yourself asking, where is Bob? Although the times when you watch and wonder why
anyone would ever wantto know the price of garlic supplement may not be over, somehow
Carey acknowledgesthe expectedridiculousness ofwhat surrounds him in a way thatmust
deserve respect. Laughing with him, Carey becomes our co-conspirator within the crowd
of creeps and fanatics that are always found screaming in the background just waiting to
playPlink-O.
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Music
Black Crowes paint a promising future

Chart Toppers
Songs

1. "Love In This Club"

Usher ft. Young Jeezy

By JeffWallace
Asst. Arts & Review Editor

2. "Low"

Flo Ridaft.T-Pain

Just 1:32 into "Goodbye Daughters of the
Revolution," the opening track to The Black
Crowes' seventh studio release, Warpaint,
singer Chris Robinson reveals, "To give up
now wouldbe such a pity." In the 18 years
following the release of their first album,
Shake YourMoney Maker, which
has sold almost six million cop- THE BO
ies, The Black Crowes have seen
their share ofturmoil. At the core
of this instability was, and still $00*0*,
is, the brotherly strife between
singer Chris, 41, and guitarist
Rich Robinson, 38, who collec- KSiIIRV
tively write all of the Crowes' i V^VCv
nil;.
>
original material. Tension aside,
the Atlanta, Ga. rockers remained a force in
the '90s, employing a vintage rock and roll
barroomswagger,drizzledwithjuicy grooves
stocked with subtle psychedelic elements.
Warpaint holds true to this formula, but is enhanced further by the touch of mature hands,
humbled by experience and withered with
loss, to cement the Black Crowes of2008 as
a stableforce.
"Goodbye Daughters of the Revolution"
comes as a spirited call to arms. Thefive-minute assault hinges upon Rich Robinson's Open
G guitarshuffle and borrowsheavilyfrom the
Stones' playbook- a move that guided much
of the Crowes' early catalogue. Newcomer
Luther Dickenson quickly introduces himself
on lead guitar, caressing the fretboard with a
bottleneck slide, dancingin the space below
Chris Robinson's weathered roar.
Steven Gorman, who, besides the Robinsons, is the only original member remaining
in the current lineup, fuels the well-oiledmachine with hisperfectly simple yet incredibly
spacious drum beats, allowing the Crowes
to conduct business on top with their usual
cockiness. Whether guidingthe lazy stomp of
"Walk Believer Walk," conducting the bassheavy march of"God'sGot It," or leadingthe
bittersweet charge of "Whoa Mule" armed

3. "With You"
Chris Brown
4. "Don't Stop The Music"
Rihanna
5. "Love Song"
Sara Bareilles

Albums
1. Discipline

/kW&Xm

LAST.FM

OF
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Mind
on
Music
with Nicole Wong

Last week, Panda went on a big adventure to
a part of the country he had never seen before.
Panda traveled to New Orleans to accompany a
group ofBoston College students on an Appalachia Volunteers service trip. While the students
helped to serve the community through manual
labor, Panda provided them with music to work
4

the
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only with a single djembe; Gorman has been Tourride "Wee Who See the Deep"and adding
overlookedfor years and shouldbe regarded as pastoral slide dashes to the cosmic folk closer,
a modern incarnationof John Bonham.
"WhoaMule." With Dickenson on board, the
In "Oh Josephine,"an honest and tiredChris Crowes are downright dangerous.
Robinson reveals, "I lost at love whileclimbSince the departure of keyboardist Eddie
ing downthe ladder/ Just lookingfor the song Harsch after the 2006 summer tour, rather
to set me free." Sadly, as Robinson's recent than embracing a replacement, the Crowes
split with Kate Hudson has generated more have marginalizedthekeyboard sound. While
press than his music, it seems likely that "Oh Harsch battled up front throwing slickruns at
Josephine"finds Robinson copingwith the loss both guitarists, thus far current keyboardist
as he ponders his next move. In true spirit, he Adam MacDougallhas taken more of a backconcludes, "It'stoo late to play it safe / So let's seat role in the live setting. On Warpaint, prolet it all ride." There is no better statement to i ducer
Stacey embracesthis role, quietly
describethe Crowes'efinjecting MacDougalPs
forts on Warpaint - they
sentiments to soften
have seen it all in their
up the mix, only to set
almosttwo-decadeexis..-..him up for a poignant
/.\u25a0Explosion, especially
tence, but have always
found ways to shake it
\u25a0' ,On the coda of "Oh
offbypaying homageto
/.\u25a0Josephine."
the organic qualitiesin their musioj'
Black
prove that tension has
Ttie
Crowis
//
its pface in music - musicians do not have to
Dickenson, who also fronts the
sissippi Allstars, is the true all-staron Warpaint, love each othertocreate vital music. Warpaint
showing no mercy for the Crowes' already comes to grips with a lifetime of struggles. It
thick delivery with the addition of his heavy strips the soul down to its most vulnerable
hand. Dickenson's raw attack touches all ends roots only to build something stronger in
of the Crowes' spectrum - muddying up the the end. Warpaint is a battle, and The Black
tracks on the Zeppelin meets MagicalMystery Crowes come out victorious. A-

Janet Jackson
2. New Amerykah: Pt. One...
Erykah Badu
3. Sleep Through the Static

JackJohnson
4. Savage Life 2
Webbie

5. As I Am
Alicia Keys
SOURCE: BILLBOARD.COM

In Stores
Mar. 18
New Found
Glory

"Musicijcifisdp rjpthavp

to. Panda helped them stay pumped up and

energized as the students climbed ladders and
detached lightfixtures, boxedup a school library,
tore up flooring, and pulled down ceiling tiles.
Panda kept people's ears busy whiletheir hands
were at work.
Panda also had the honored privilege of
waking up the students every morningat 8 a.m.
with a different song. Sometimes, Panda tried
to ease them awake with a sweeter upbeat tune,
but othertimes hehad to opt for amore abrasive
choice to rouse the group. Panda hung out in the
kitchen a lot, too, especially while people were
cooking meals or cleaning up, or just incited
spontaneous dance parties. During our nightly
reflections, Panda set the mood with quieter,
more serious songs to inspire discussion of the

issues at hand. Panda's music was a carefully
chosen background for these special moments
of discussion and understanding. Alone with
me before going to bed, Panda was a source of
comfort, leading me into sleepwith justthe songs
I wantedto hear.
Panda also made new friends on the trip of
all different colors and gigabyte sizes. Panda was
not the only one to share his musical selection.
Often at meals, Pandaand hisfriends wouldtake
turns filling the room with music as the hungry
crowdfilled theirstomachs. BetweenPanda and
his friends and the extensive mixture of what
they had to offer, there was never a lull in chatter at the table.
In our rented minivans, Panda and fellow
friends tooka breakand let the car CDs havethe

Hit or Miss

Geffen Records

Pete Francis
Iron Sea and The

Cavalry
Scrapper Records

ALL ALBUM COVERSCOURTESY OF AMAZON.COM

floor. Wherever we went,music usually came
with us, thoughrespectful silence naturally fell
when driving through places like the Lower
Ninth Ward or the "tent cities" of temporary
homeless communities. On the trip, music
served as motivation, entertainment, means
for reflection, and education. Panda is seeking to add some authentic New Orleans jazz
to his collection.
It'sbeen two andhalfyears afterHurricane
Katrina and there's still so much to do - so
much more music to return to New Orleans.
Since the time the levees broke and New
Orleansflooded, the city has been recovering
ever so slowly, but it can't be long before a
newerandfaster versionofPanda comes along
for upgrading. In fact, I think it already has.

Once I make the switch to
sandals, thereis reallyno turning
back. Since November, my feet
have been held hostage in their
cotton prison cell, only allowedto
step outside at night. Once freed,
the chances of my feet returning
to their cell are as slim as Ralph
Nader's chances in the upcoming
election.Since sophomoreyear in
high school, I have been loyal to
one pair of sandals, and each year
I break them out earlier than the
year before, convinced that summer starts with my feet. Led by
my feet, my life is broken down
into two seasons.
Spending an entire winter
sweating through my socks, but
still shivering, it was only a matter of time until I did something

Off the Record
with Jeff Wallace

drastic to jump-start summer's
lazy stroll. Somehow, I became
a Parrothead. In Layman's terms,
this means that I have developed
an obsession with Jimmy Buffett. Now I can be as cool as
my parents, something that I am
not afraid to admit to anymore.
It makes perfect sense; we are
a generation that was raised by
Parrotheads. For years, Jimmy
Buffett has been lurking in the
background at family cookouts,
beachside gatherings, and summer bonfires.
Until this winter, I chose to
openlyignore it, feedingmy tastes
with whatI thought to be far more
sophisticatedmusic. It all changed
with a single melody. Bundled
up at the bus stop, I found my-

self consumed by a melody that
seemed almost too familiar to
nail down.Weeks later, it hit me;
the melody was from the Buffett
staple, "One Particular Harbor"
- a song that I had not heard in
years.
For kicks, I have always carried an arsenal ofBuffett on my
iPod, just in case an impromptu
beach party broke out - this playlist brought summer to me. I also
keep a tequila reserve for that
samereason.
It is more than themusic. Sure,
his tunes are disgustinglycatchy
and openly cliche, but Jimmy
Buffett is the father of a mentality
- allowing listeners to drift away
to the beach, complete with the
stench of sunscreen and a tall mar-

garitain tow. He is also probably
the only person who could convince our parents to sing, "Why
don't we get drunk and screw,"
as if it is the answerto all oflife's
problems. (I apologizein advance
for any images thatmaycreep into
your dirty minds.)
Forget heavy metal, Jimmy
Buffett's influence is scary. Is it a
coincidence that I suddenly feel
the urge to leave myfavoriteplace
in the world, become a beach
bum, and open up a surf shop in
Hawaii? If I ever come up short
of this goal, and I end up behind
a desk in much colder climate, I
will always have Jimmy Buffett
to snap me out of it. Our parents
should be careful with what they
feed to us.

'Gratification' found in musical diversity
By Grant Hatchimonji
Heights Editor
Amplification ofSelfGratification, more commonly known as
ASG, makes it difficult to classify
their music. If I were to venture a
guess, I would call it alternative
metal, but even that classification
doesn't do their music justice, as
elements of groove, stoner, and
southern metal are undeniably
present, with a slight touch of punk
here and there. It's this diversity,
however, that makes the band's
fourth studio effort, Win Us Over,
so appealing.
The album truly delivers by
creating a hybrid stylefrom a litany

of musical styles and techniques.
Gallopingrhythms and syncopation
abound, found in tracks like "Palm
Springs," "Right Death Before,"
and the appropriatelytitled "Gallop
Song." And while guitarists Jason
Shi and Jonah Citty bring heavyriffs
and breakdowns (see "Glow" and
"LowEnd Insight") that drive many
of the tracks and give them a solid
metal feel, the band doesn't hesitate
to sharply juxtapose that with slow,
sometimes clean guitars in mellow
songs like "Coffee Depression Sunshine" and"A Number to Murder
Two." Indeed, the haunting yet
fiercely addicting acoustic guitar on
"ANumberto Murder Two" caters to

Single

those who aren't even intothemetal
scene. It's a particularly effective
strategy when the album is brought
back a notch like this: It gives the
listener a break, and the contrast
between the slower, quieter tracks
and the heavier ones enhances the
intensity of the latter. The first time
I was thrown into the super-heavy
"Gallop Song," which follows "A
Number to Murder Two," I couldn't
help but justbang my head.
The album wouldn't be as impressive, however, without the
vocal work of Shi. His somewhat
mystical and oddly soothing vocals
shine throughoutthealbum, fleshing
out the melodic choruses of tracks

Fall Out Boy ft.

Ashlee Simpson
"Rule Breaker"

"Beat It"

Geffen Records

Seriously Mr. Mayer, what are you
thinking? A little overa year ago, Rolling Stone magazine named you as one
ofthe top three guitarists of our generation. Haven't you alreadymade enough
money to ditch yourpop roots and seek
refuge in your Fender Stratocaster? It
would be one thing to muck it up with
the pretty boys in Fall Out Boy on
something original, but to go out and
disgrace Jacko's holy grail, especially
on it's 25th anniversary, is downright
appalling. F

OF

like "Win Us Over" and "Balladof
Richard K." Even his bold screams
are admirable, as they bring out
the powerof the particularly heavy
tracks. For those ofyou who detest
screamed vocals, don't fret - they
are used sparinglyand appropriately,
with Shi belting out fierce roars at

Live

Single

John Mayer

LAST.FM

In a perfect world, Ashlee Simpson
would stop making music. "Rule Breaker"is full of disgustinglysimple linesand
is ledby the refrain, "You don't want no
problems /You ain't got no beef." Ashlee
may claim to be a rebel, but at most she
wouldbe thepretty girl who hides behind
her frat-guy boyfriend, searching for attention as she causes a ruckus. Luckily,
Simpson has already set the bar so low
that anything from here could almost
seem forgivable. D-

COURTESY

only the most intense moments of
the song.
No matter what your music of
choice is, give this album a listen;
Win Us Over's diversity and flawless blending ofmusic styles are the
very things that make it capable of
winning anybody over. A-

Video
Sara Bareilles

Yael Nairn

Unplugged

"New Soul"

Sarah Bareilles has torn up the charts

Apple has a knack for picking future

with her hit single "Love Song," but this

musical stars, and their commercial for
Mac Book Air was no different, featuring

unplugged performance on Vhl.com
makes it clear that she is destined to be
more than a one-hit wonder. The miniconcert

features Bareilles singing four

songs off her debutalbumLittle Voice, accompaniedby nothing but a piano, guitar,
andwoodenbox. She shines through each
tune, but eventhough "Love Song" is what
madeher famous, "Many theMiles" is the
song that truly highlights her undeniable
charisma. A

this übiquitous tune from newcomerfemale
singer-songwriterYaelNairn. The charming
"New Soul" music video features the artist
decorating her new apartment. Nairn puts
pictures ofher backup band all overher forest wallpaper,and when she wants them to
play a different instrument, she justpaints
it into theirhands. The fresh and enjoyable
premise is executedflawlessly. A
ALL ALBUM COVER PHOTOS COURTESY OF AMAZON.COM
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Coolidge Corner: BC's Harvard Ave.
By Joseph Neese

Arts & Review Editor

.

Blair Thill
Assoc. Arts & Review Editor

By

Zaftigs

Every college should have a community that students can walk to college where they can get a bite to eat, shop, and unwind from hectic campus
life. Harvard University has the enviable Harvard Square. Boston University and Emerson have well, the city of Boston. And what about Boston
College? What's our hang out destination? Cleveland Circle? That's encouraging if you spend your life at Mary Ann's, but for students who want
something more, they can find it in just a short T ride down the C Line in Coolidge Corner. Here, you can discover the wonderful world offabulous
restaurants, chic shops and boutiques, and the familiar franchises like CVS, Panera, and Gap. Aside from those run-of-the-mill stores, The Scene has
chosen those destinations that are a must-visit for every BC student.

Jewish delicatessens such as the famous Carnegie Deli in NewYork have built great
reputations as neighborhood staples that offer quality food at an affordable price. Zaftigs,
nestled neatly next to Barnes & Noble on Harvard Street, is no exceptionto this rule.
As the GreaterBoston Area's premier delicatessen, it has been named to the Best of
Boston list several times by Boston magazinein addition toreceiving the Boston's Best
Neighborhood Restaurant title in 2003.
As you enter into the small black doorsof the restaurant,
a vibrant world comes to life before you. The atmosphere
reflects the eclectic spirit of the CoolidgeCorner area, with
a laid-back staff, vibrant modern art pieces on display, i
and wood-paneledtables andfloors. Moreover,the menu
I
is very extensive without losing flavor, exceeding 100
items. With allthree meals served throughout the day in
1
addition to decadent desserts, a trip to Zaftigs will easily
please a group of any combination. Open daily from 8 a.m.
to 10 p.m., this is the ideal place for a slow and tasty Sunday
brunch.

Pho Lemongrass

Tired ofeating the same Chinese food delivered to your room every other night? Storing
that stale take-out carton in your refrigerator "just in case?" Want another Asian food option?
Then Coolidge Corner has just the solution to your conundrum. Proudly displaying a sign that
boasts its status as one ofthe best restaurants in Boston, Pho Lemongrass lives
up to its self-promoted hype. The Vietnamese eatery offers a diverse menu with
endless options differentfrom your typical Chinese or Thai restaurant. Start with
the Lemongrass Sampler, an appetizer platter presenting a smattering of dishes
like beef teriyaki and shrimp toast. The main-coursechoices are numerous, but
the traditionalbun is highly recommended.For those unfamiliar, the bun is a
large bowl filled with rice noodles, fresh vegetables, your choice of meat, and
a spring roll unlike any take-outrestaurant - all topped in a delicious sweet
sauce. If you are not feeling particularly adventurous, you can opt for one ofthe
Chef's Specialties, like the Steak Luc Lac - tender beef served with vegetables
and jasminerice. So next time you have the urge for a taste of the Orient for a
reasonable price, put the telephone downand drag yourself down to Coolidge
Corner's Pho Lemongrass. You will not be disappointed.

\u25a0

Brookline Natural Nails
Every year the Carroll School of Management students harass the female portion
of the student body with a survey about whether they would give theirbusiness to
a nail salon on campus. Despite the grumbles and gripes of the women ofBC over
this inconvenience, the survey brings up a valid point - where can women go to
get a nice manicure that does not cost an arm and a leg? Spas litter the surrounding
areas, offering services for the small price of your soul, all for something that's
ruined in two days' time. Now you can end your search andhead to Brookline
Natural Nails, one block away from the Coolidge Corner T-stop. This nail salon
only charges $10 for a manicure. Impossible you say? Believe it. Choose from a
large selectionof colors, black to baby pink, and give it to thefirst open manicurist.
At the risk ofbursting your bubble, the hand massage you will receive isn't special
treatment, but is standard at the low price. Interested in something classier? French
manicures are just $15. How about a pedicure? It's only $20 for a service including
the luxurious use of a whirlpooland a leg massage. You can thank me laterladies.

Brookline Booksmith
Sure, there is a Barnes & Noble in Coolidge Corner. Their

V|

Dellaria Salon
Dellaria is a chain of salons and spas that has been serving New England for 40 years.
With its executiveoffices housed in Boston, it serves over 60,000 clients per month in the
states of Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Connecticut, and Rhode Island, in 27 locations.
A testament to its quality is its constant presence on Boston magazine'sBest of Boston list.
Dellaria Brookline, housed comfortably on Harvard Street, is home to hair stylist
Zaza Rodriguez, whosework students claimed is life-changing. "I usually don't trust
anyone other than Albert, my stylist in Florida, to even touch my hair, but my life was
changed when I visited Zaza at Dellaria two years ago. She transformedmy wildcurls
into a sleek bob last year, and I still feel like a differentperson. Zaza has entered the
realm ofAlbert's greatness, andthat's really the best complimentI can give anybody,"
said Shawna GallagherVega, BC '06 and LSGOE '08. Zaza's work is impeccable and
hertalent unrivaled; she makes hair art, lifting the spirits ofher customers while
making them look fabulous at the same time.
Additionally,Dellaria salons stock hair products from over 20 product
lines, including their own. With Zaza and the othertalented stylists, the
service is not only impeccable, it's affordable, with cuts and styles beginning at $30.

Coolidge Corner Theatre

The Greater Boston area's only art deco theater is a local treasure. In 1906, the building
was opened as the Beacon Universalist Church. In 1933,facing financial setbacks, it was
converted into Brookline's first movie theater.As the movie theater industry began to expand, Justin Freedbought the theater in 1977, convertingit into an independentfilm house.
Finally, in 1988, the theaterbecame a not-for-profit theater, as it remains today.
The best way to describethe diverse lineup is takenfrom a letterreleased by executive
director JosephZina. "What we show in addition to our major feature films is a wide spectrum ofworld cinema, documentaries, animation, and experimental and localfilmmakers.
Many of thesefilms won'tbe shown anywhere else in Boston," he said.
For only $35, a year-longspecial student membership can be purchased. Benefits of this
include $3 off regular admission prices (including some special engagements), two free smallpopcorns, two-for-one admissionto midnight
films, admission to members only and free member events, and discounts all over town. The membership is not only beneficial for you and
tax-deductible for $15, but it also helps the theater continue its mission.

s£f

prices may even be cheaper. But who can resist the local charm of
an independent bookstore? Brookline Booksmith reminds one of the
Shop Around the Corner in the Meg Ryan-Tom Hanks classic You 'ye Got Mail.
The woodenfloors creak as you make your way through shelves upon shelves of
different genres - classic fiction, fine art, and even (gasp) sex books. OK, so maybe
that last category isn't like Ryan's fictional literary heaven, but the quaintness factor
is definitely the same. Downstairs, the shop has a great stock of travel books for any
destination, and an expansive and inexpensive used books section - not to mention
a full servicerental video store. But the best part ofthe Brookline Booksmith is
the gift section, located on the left ofthe top floor. Here you can find an array of
strange, one-of-a-kind gifts that is sure to offer something for all of your different
relationships. On one display you can find beaded purses for the vintage-fashion
mavenfriend. The next shelfholds mugs with pictures of antique maps ofBoston
- perfect for Dad. Then, across the way you can find themust-have of any analytical
English major roommate: the Shakespeare action figure.
KATIE MACKIN, DAVID GIVLER, AND BRYNNE LEE / HEIGHTS PHOTO ILLUSTRATION
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Steve Carell brings sensitivity to 'Life'

By

Lauren Donatucci

For The Heights

Lately, quirky movieshave become big hits, in many cases surpassing traditionalbig Hollywood productions. Steve Carell's latest movie out on DVD, Dan in Real Life, looks like
one of thesefilms but lacks the oddballcharacters and situationsfeatured in other movieslike
Garden State, Little Miss Sunshine, or Juno. Instead, it tells a very real story about a family
vacation and falling in love.
Although theplot initially seems a bit unrealistic, the characters and scenes transform the
story into something you could imagine happening in everyday life. Dan, a widowed dad,
(Carell) takes his three daughters on an annual family vacation with his parents, siblings, and
nieces and nephews.It's a small-scalefamily reunion. While at a bookstorein the quaint town,
Dan meets a fascinating woman andbecomes deeply attractedto her, only to find out that she is
his brother's new girlfriend.The storyfollows Dan managingspending time with Mitch (Dane
Cook) and Marie (Juliet Binoche). It deals with falling in love and the often-difficult family
relationships. The characters resemble people all around us. The fights betweenDan and his
daughters mimic those experiencedby parentsevery day - giving and accepting responsibility,
growing up too fast, and paying attention to your kids. The various family interactions would
fit seamlessly in any family's life, making the movie endearing.
The casting choices for this movie initiallyseem odd. Carell is probably bestknown for his
roles as Michael Scott on The Office orfrom the movie The 40 Year-Old Virgin. Cook, however,
was an unexpected choice; he makesfar more sense in a movie like Waiting, but surprisingly
did not feel out ofplace as Mitch.
Norwegianmusician SondreLerche composedand performed the entire soundtrackofDan
in Real Life. The music added to the "indie" feel of the movie but did not overpowerany of
the scenes. Oneof the most interesting bonus features centered aroundthe process of creating
the score. It explainedthatLerche wrote the music to mirrorwhat the characters were doing,
feeling, and thinking.
The DVD features arefairly simple. There is a segment on the making of thefilm, themaking of the music, deleted scenes, outtakes, and an audio commentary to accompanythemovie
and deleted scenes. The segments giving behind-the-scenes looks at the creationof themovie
and the score were both interesting and not too long. These, and the outtakes, revealed the
playfulness and closeness of the cast and directorthrough their laughter andthe glimpses into
their unscripted interactions. The deletedscenes showed more ofthe relationshipsbetweenthe
characters. The deleted moments were interesting to watch, and must have been cut for time
because they did not add significantly to the developmentand progression of the story.
Dan in Real Life is a charming movie worth watching. And although the DVD does not
contain any unusual or funny DVD-ROM features for the computer, check out what is there
in some free time. Music fans in particular should be sure to watch the bit on Lerche andthe
music. A-

New This Week
Movies
1. Horton Hears a Who
2. Never Back Down
3. Doomsday
DVDs
1. Atonement
2.
3.1 Am Legend
8
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\u25ba Thefirst Disney movie in
a decade to include classic
animation,Enchantedis the
charming tale of Princess
Giselle, playedby Amy Adams. Giselle is searching for
her onetrue love on the mean
streets ofNew York, finding
dreamy Patrick Dempsey.
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Indy 4: Activism

event of the

summer
Blockbuster activism in Hollywood
movies has yielded plenty of highprofile attention in recent years. Take
superstarLeonardo DiCaprio's turn
in BloodDiamond, which informs us
about the ills ofconflict diamonds,
Al Gore's participation in An Inconvenient Truth (yes, it really is getting
warmer in here), or NicoleKidman
in The Golden Compass, which tells
us that you shouldn't givepolar bears
alcohol.
Social, global, and environmental
awareness in movieshas risen to such
a level that Time magazinepublished
an article exploring the extent to which
movies can effect change. "Do
movies," the article asked,
"matter?" Urn, does Red
Bull give you wings?
(Rhetorical,and stupid,
question.)
I write this
not to clarify
or contradict
Time's piece
- though I would
have left Paul Haggis, maestro ofsubtlety and wisdomthat
he is, out of it - but to
provide a perfect
exampleof an
upcoming
m

issue-

conscious
blockbuster:
Indiana
Jones
andthe
Kingdom
of the
Crystal
Skull.
Now, before anyone accuses me of
failing to graspthe notion of"activism
in movies" or of having grownup a
Saved By the Bell fan, bear with me.
Steven Spielberg's fourth installment
of the famed adventure series will be
branching out into some hefty issues.
Check it:
Issue 1: Alien immigration.
Rememberthatflick A Day With-

out a Mexican? Yeah, well try a day

without a Martian. Spielberg and co.
are brushing off timidity when tackling
this hot-button issue, blatantly placing a Roswell, N.M., (site offamous
U.S. government-UFOmeeting) logo
smack-dab in the middleof the film's
first trailer. As of yet it's unclearwhat
position Indiana himselfwill be taking,
but don't expect this aging archaeologist to take the border control issue
lying down.
Issue 2: Gun control. With the
debate over gun control as politically
divisiveand relevant as ever, it's about
time a legitAmerican hero stepped in
to show thoseLord of War lightweights
how it's done. With the Russians taking
over for the Nazis as the hegemonic
evil this time around (Skull
is set in the 19505), expect
plenty ofAK-47s finding
their way into the hands
ofinnocent youngsters.
Luckily for Hollywood
Democrats(excuse the
redundancy), Indy's
always been a
proponent of
firearm restriction,
bestevidenced in his
socially conscious use
of a childproofbullwhip.
Imagine how much safer
America wouldbe if
everyonepacked 6
feet of leather,
not heat?
Issue 3:
Putin's Russia. With now
former Russian
President
Vladimir
Putin's leadership continually
blurring the line
betweenbad
8.0. and "managed" (read: dictatorial) democracy, it's about time the
American people saw the (deletedfor
content) picture. The casting ofCate
Blanchett as an icky Soviet agent
against Indy and his comrades is an
obvious allegory to an increasingly
(deleted for content) situation in the
nation nowrun by Putin's protege
(read: bi-atch) Dmitry Medvedev.

Food & Drink
TT
ap his
By

Tula Batanchiev

Heights Editor

It's not every day that you walk
into a bar and see a quasi-fireplace
casting a glowthroughout the lounge
area. Match Lounge in Boston is an
exception. Unfortunately,its service and
accommodationsdid not live up to its
decor. Lounges like Match are pretty
common. Nice atmosphere, businessmen
and women scatteredabout looking to
have a nice glass ofwine and relax, and
some college seniors lookingto bring a
little bit of class to their weekends. The
drinks Match serves are also typical of
any other lounge, but whoeversaid typical
was a good thing? Don't get me wrong,
the martinis wereexcellent, specifically Pop Culture; therim was lined with pop
rocks, creating a sizzle with every sip. You really can't get more creative and fun.
Unfortunately, the mixed drinks were not up to par. The bartender was unaware of
how to make a goodLong Island Iced Tea. Being from the region, I takethis as a
serious offense. Charging good money for a second-rateproduct is a definite no-no
in my book. The service was decent, but nothing to writehome about. Normally
bartenders are friendly andwaitresses aim to please. Not only was our waitress
strictly business, but we barely saw her. Match is a greatplace to bring a date, but
1 made the horriblemistake of goingwith a groupoffriends - six of us in total.
Four of us arrived on timeand luckily sat down in a booth while we waited for
the other two stragglers. (When I say luckily, I mean we had to wait for a table to
clear in order to finally sit anywhere.) The real problem, however, was that no table
could seat six comfortably, and standing was awkward in the middle of a lounge
area where customers were either sitting at the bar or in booths. Not only was this
frustrating, as we couldn't enjoy each other's
A
Lounge
company,but it was uncomfortable too. Squeezing
94
MassachusettsAvenue
sixpeople into a booth made for four or five is not
Boston, MA 02215
my ideaof a greatnight. The initial atmosphere
(617)247-9922
made it seem like Match would be a hit, but the
V
www.matchbackbay.com)
flame flickered out soonafter our arrival. C+
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Low prices compensate for few options
By Anne Muscarella

HeightsStaff

MamNeTCsh'ickn etrazzini

RECIP

So you didn't have the time or the money to make it to
Italy for spring break? Don't fret. Enjoy this scrumptious
yet simple recipe and bring the joy of Europe to your own
kitchen.

ww^
1 whole chicken
1 can cream of mushroom soup
1 medium onion
1/2 bell pepper
1 \2 oz. pkg. spaghetti (better if cooked in chicken broth)
1 cup Velveeta cheese (grated)

IMAGES

GO GLE

OF

COURTESY

Boil and debone chicken, saving 1 cup ofbroth. Set aside.
Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Saute onions and bell pepper
in butter. Add soup, 1/2 cup of Velveeta, chicken pieces,
cooked spaghetti, and enough broth to make moist. Transfer
-to baking dish. Top with remaining Velveeta and bake for
30 minutes or until bubbly.

*

m

i

/

You've probably walkedpast Sonsie many times while shoppingon Newbury Street. It
a
is cafe and bar with large glass French doors lining the street that open up and allowfor
great peoplewatching when the weather permits.
Dining in this front cafe section is rather cramped, and it looks like customers are eating
on top ofone another. There is additional seating at the bar and a more formal seating area
in the center of the restaurant. Luckily, wewere seated in the bar section at a tall round
table.The bar, tables, and paneling are crafted out of a rich mahogany and, combined with
therich wallcolors and fabrics, give the restaurant a fantastic ambiance.There was soft
rock playing in the background, softly enough to allowfor conversationbut loudlyenough
to give the bar character. The crowd around the bar seemed to be young and trendy, with
groups ordering drinks and hors d'oeuvres to share. Sonsie boasts an extensivewine menu
as well as an excellentvariety of specialty coffees.
We had been warned that dining on a Sunday afternoon would mean a limited menu.
Even with that warning, we were surprised by the lack of options. There was a soup,
two salads, a sandwich, and eight varieties of pizza being served. This was slightly
disappointing, but we found things on the menu that looked interesting. After overhearing
the conversation of frequent patrons, I orderedthe pizza burger, which they raved about.
It was an individual pizza covered with ground beef, shredded lettuce, chopped tomato,
and a light coating of dressing. While it was a unique twist, I did not find it to be anything
extraordinary.My friend orderedthe hot Cubano sandwich, which contained spicy pork,
ham, and cheese, served melted on bread with a side of fried plantains. Again, while it
soundedunique, it was not all that tasty.
The dessertofferings caught my eye from the very beginning of the meal and, in fact,
there was a widerselection of desserts than entrees. They were unique and given the small
lunch portions, we had room to give them a try. I orderedthe warm granolaappleraisin
crisp with a scoop of vanilla ice cream. It was sweet and crunchy, served warm and it was
absolutely delicious. My friend orderedthe orange parma cotta with cranberry poached
pear and pistachio biscotti. While the dessert didn't appeal to my tastes, the presentation
was exemplary and my friend enjoyed the flavor immensely.
The benefit to the limited menu was that the prices matched the selection, as the smaller
menu brought lower prices (roughly $12 for the pizzas). But I didn'tfeel like we got a taste
ofall the restaurant has to offer. The dinner menuwas much more extensive, with many
ethnic appetizers and unique meat entrees, alongwith a higherprice tag. Sonsie also boasts
a tasty-looking brunch menu, which begins at 11:30 a.m.
Sonsie is a trendy spot to head with friends for anything from a midday coffee, to happy
hour, to a classy dinner. It can get crowdedand is slightly overpriced, but the atmosphere
makes it worth it. BtheSCENE THURSDAY, MARCH 13,2008
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1 Waterproof
covers, briefly
6 Tiller
10 Hardwood trees
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Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9
grid. In each row there are 9 slots, some ofwhich
are empty and need to be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain
the numbers 1 to 9. You must follow these rules:
Number can appear only once in each row
Number can appear only once in each column
Number can appear only once in each 3x3
box
The number should appear only once on row,
?

?

?

?

Sudoku Answers See Page 11

Indian Ocean
46 Caught sight of
48 Bean or Welles
49 Glitch
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7 List-ending abbr.
8 Feast on Oahu
51 Towel ID
9 Belorussian city
52 Buddhist sect
1 o Left out
11 Verdi opera
54 Fight site
12 Fast-food
56 Firedog
60 Christmas star's
magnate Ray
13 Preserving
spot
64 Tenderfeeling
substance
21 Alliances
65 Big rig
23 Downy ducks
67 Shop
68 Young 'uns
25 Flower
69 Greek god of
arrangement
love
27 State gambling
70 Bearer
28 During a
71 Tobacco kiln
broadcast
72 Chimney
29 Disinfectant's
targets
sediment
73 Sergeant fish
31 Actor Mineo
33 Hobgoblin
DOWN
34 Sound adjuster
1 "Sweeney "
35 Writer Terkel
2 Copier
37 Director Herzog
3 Gambling mecca 39 Singer Pete
4 Soothsayer
42 '52 and '56
5 Pacific island
candidate
group
45 Runniest and
6 Actor Charlton
squishiest
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26DIYbuy
27 Theater section
30 Squid squirts
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Black goo
41 Opportunity
provider
3 WilclebeeSt
44 Arm Of the

26
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32 Obligations
36 Combination
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14LaScalashow
15 Needle case

16 Actress Sorvino
17 Religious grp.
18 Flip through
19 False god
20 Quitter
22 Handle with kid
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Pizza Etc. in my Suite I
COUld eat...

Turn to page 11

for the answers.
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STANDOUT

/I GREAT
WHAT A!'
DAY
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I CANT DECIDE
WHAT T LIKE MORE:
FOR SKIING / I THE POWDER, BUMPS
V" __/ I v OR TREE TRAILS

Write for Arts and Review!
si S:K- p-.iin. In trie
Meetings are
Eagle's Nest, Send your question*, c<nninenter

and ideas to irish pmbcheights.com
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47 Touring car

50 Drawer
53 Snouts
55 Snug retreats
56 Singing voice
57 U.S. weather
grp.

58 Movies on PCs

59 Roman fiddler
61 Oz dog

62 Black-and-white
treat
63 Fringe benefit
66 Bovine reply
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"And don't give me any of those local
anesthetics. Get me the good
imported stuff."
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"I just thought of the funniest
path to enlightenment."
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Claudia Huapaya

Search T

pHrivoamcyelAcunt ogout
Drink Up!

\u25ba Mini-Feed
T Information

(§] Photos

Contact Info

Q Notes

Email:
chuapaya@bcheights.com
About Me: Claudia Huapaya is a staff columnist forThe Heights. She welcomes
comments and suggestions for new drinks.
Drink Up!: since thesnakes were driven out, Saint Patrick has been everyone's favorite Irishman.
Even the pope has made sure that the date is agreeable with everyone's booze-filled
weekendof Irish songs, and Boondock Saints. "Here'sto a long life and a merry one. A
pretty girl and an honest one, a cold pint and anotherone!" In that spirit, I give you Irish
Coffee. Also known as Caife Gaelach, legend has it that Americans visiting Ireland back
in the '40s were chilled from their longjourney. Joseph Sheridan was tending the bar at
which the passengerssat to order their coffees and was wise enough to add whiskey to

11 Groups
[31] Events
<fl[| Posted Items

View More Photos of Me (266)
Edit

My Profile

\u25ba Photos (18 Albums)

Don't be

a wuss,

\u25ba Notes (11)
\u25ba Groups
\u25bc This Week's Drink

Irish Coffee

11/2 ounces Irish
whiskey

UvlUI E

6 ounces coffee
2 teaspoons brown sugar
2 ounces heavy cream or
2 spoonfuls whipped
cream

for The

Scene!

\u25bc

warm them. He told them it was Irish Coffee, and it has spread like wildfire ever since. Put
two teaspoonsof brown sugar in a stemmed glass. Add Irish whiskey and coffee, then stir.
Once the sugar has dissolved, add the cream, making sure it floats on top. If you're having
trouble making the cream float, pour it in over the back of a warm spoon or try whipped
cream instead. For a hint of mint and a bit of green, drizzlecreme dc menthe on top and
add a garnish offresh mint. Don't bother serving with a spoon or straw - the beauty of an
Irish coffee is sipping it through the cream! Not sure if you can handle all whiskey at 11
a.m.? Try Bailey's instead for a creamier, milder taste. One shot not enough at 11 a.m? Try
the Irish Car Bomb recipe I gaveyou a year ago at bcheights.com. To my future roommate,
the most Irish redhead I know, and the 17th of March, the true St. Patty's Day, drink up!

The Wall

Displaying 1 of 1,389 wall posts.

Style Files (BC) wrote
With Pilar Landon
Welcome to March: 'Tis the season
for Easter bunnies, four-leaf clovers,
springtime, and...job interviews.
Despite what you've been taught
to believe - that your intelligence,
ideas, and experience should always
count more than your looks - the
interview is definitely an exception.
A generally professional appearance
is essential to complement your
brilliance and complete the package.
That being said, it is also important
to let your personal style shine
through in what you wear to your
interview.As long as you operate
within a few boundaries, you will
be able to maintain and project a
youthful sense of style while still

v f

i

E-MAIL

NEESE@BCHEIGHTS.COM

conveying professionalism.
Let's start from the top down. Hair
should be styled so that it does not
require adjusting and so that eye
sight is not obstructed. If you're
someone who likes to run her fingers

through her hair, tic it up so you're
not tempted to do that. Makeup
should be simple, using natural
colors. Wear stud earrings ifyou
like, but never dangles. As for other
jewelry, pick either a necklace or a
bracelet, and limit one ring per hand.
You can weara top with or without a
jacket, just as long as there is some
sort of collar to frame yourface and
your shoulders are covered. I'm a

firm believer in wearing color, so let
your top be a color thatpops against
your skin tone if you like, as long as
the rest of your outfit stays neutral.
My favorite look is a sheer top with
a necktie in a darkercolor (just take
care to hide all undergarments). And
you can never, ever go wrong with
the basic white blouse. Everyone
should have one on stand-by.
Women are lucky to have the
choice betweenskirts or pants.
Justremember to choose skirts
thatyou can sit in and walk in
comfortably. If your top is neutral
and simple, then a pattern on the
bottom, like pinstripes, can be very
complementary. Shirts should be
tucked in if they have no special
detailingat the hem.
A quick word on shoes: Always wear
something closed-toed. Heels should
be low enough that you can walk
normally. Be mindful of the hems
on your pants and the height of your
heels.
There areother options, of course
- the suitand the dress - which
are equally acceptable depending
on your preference and personality.
I, for one, have a bright pink skirt
suit a la Legally Blonde on hand
should the occasion arise. Just keep
professionalism in mind and style
yourself accordingly.
PHOTOS COURTESY OF FLIKR.COM

